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ABSTRACT 
 
Using athletes as celebrity endorsers has led to the successful selling of products. Both theory 
and practice prove that the use of superstars in advertising generates a lot of publicity and 
attention from the public. Because of this, organizations pay millions of dollars each year for 
the endorsement of their products by athletes. For this reason it is of great interest to 
investigate this topic further. 
 
This thesis covers the area of using athletes as celebrity endorsers, which is also stated in the 
purpose of this thesis. Our research explores, describes and tries to explain why 
organizations use athletes as celebrity endorsers, how the athletes are selected and the risks 
involved in using athletes. In order to answer our research questions and reach our purpose 
we have conducted two case studies and looked at how they are using athletes as celebrity 
endorsers.  
 
Our main findings are that the primary reasons for using athletes as celebrity endorsers are 
to create and enhance the brand�s image, benefit from the company�s sponsorship contracts 
and to create a close connection and association to athletes and sports. Further, the main 
considerations when selecting an athlete is their fame and popularity, respect, and already 
existing sponsorship contracts. Finally, we have found that companies view risks as 
something that comes with the decision to use athletes in advertising.  
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SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Användandet av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam har lett till en framgångsrik försäljning av 
produkter. Både teorin och praktiken bevisar att användandet av en superstjärna leder till 
mycket publicitet och uppmärksamhet från allmänheten. På grund av detta spenderar företag 
miljoner dollar varje år för att använda idrottsmän/kvinnor i deras reklam. Av denna 
anledning är det av stort intresse att vidare undersöka detta ämne. 
 
Denna uppsats omfattar området av användandet av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam vilket även 
finns inkluderat i syftet för denna uppsats. Våran uppsats studerar, beskriver och försöker 
förklara varför företag använder idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam, hur dom väljer dessa 
idrottsmän/kvinnor och dom risker som finns med att använda sig av idrottsmän/kvinnor. För 
att kunna svara på våra forskningsfrågor och nå vårat syfte har vi genomfört två fall studier 
och undersökt hur dom använder sig av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam. 
 
Våra huvudsakliga forskningsresultat visar att de största orsakerna till varför företag 
använder sig av idrottsmän/kvinnor är för att skapa och stärka varumärkets image, dra nytta 
av sponsor kontrakt och att bli associerade till idrottsmän/kvinnor och deras sport. Vidare är 
dom mest betraktade kriterierna kändisskapet, popularitet, respekt, tidigare sponsor kontrakt. 
Till slut visar våra forskningsresultat att företag anser att riskerna med att använda 
idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam är något man räknar med. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
In this chapter an introduction of the chosen topic for this thesis will be provided. The chapter 
begins with a short background to the research area followed by a problem discussion that 
will guide the reader to the over all purpose. From the purpose specific research questions 
are posed for this thesis. Finally, limitations and an outline for the thesis will be presented. 
 
1.1 Background 
 
The journal Advertising Age coined the term �sports marketing� in 1978 to describe the 
activities of consumer and industrial product and service marketers who were increasingly 
using sport as a promotional vehicle. (Mullin, Hardy & Sutton, 2000) Sports marketing is a 
multidimensional field of study encircling a wide variety of activities. Usually, sports 
marketing is associated with professional sports teams trying to increase attendance. 
However, the field of sports marketing can include everything from Nike�s �I can� advertising 
campaign to local sponsorship of little league teams. (Shank, 1999) Sports marketing can be 
defined as:  
 
�The specific application of marketing principles and processes to sport products and to the 
marketing of non-sports products through the association with sport� (p. 2). 
 
Furthermore, Mullin, et al. (2000) defines sports marketing as: 
 
�Sport marketing consists of all activities designed to meet the needs and wants of sport 
consumers through exchange processes. Sport marketing has developed two major thrusts: 
the marketing of sport products and services directly to consumers of sport, and marketing of 
other consumer and industrial products or services through the use of sport promotions� (p. 
9).  
 
Both of these definitions recognize two components in sports marketing: marketing of sport 
and marketing through sport. (Ibid) In this thesis the focus will be on the marketing through 
sports, specifically through athlete endorsers. 
 
Promotion refers to any form of encouragement used by manufacturers to convince the trade 
(wholesalers, retailers, or other channel member) and/or consumers to purchase a brand and to 
encourage the sales force to aggressively sell it (Shimp, 2003). The traditional promotional 
mix includes the four main elements of sales promotion, personal selling, advertising and 
public relations (Palmer, 2001). However, the sports marketing promotional mix consists of 
the elements advertising, personal selling, sales promotion, public or community relations and 
sponsorship. Furthermore, because sport enjoys so much media attention, public relations, 
should, according to Mullin, et al. (2000) be treated separately. Mullin, et al. (2000) states 
that public relations can be referred to as the fifth P in the sports marketing mix; consisting of 
product, price, place, promotion and public relations. Table 1.1 on the following page gives a 
short description of the sports marketing promotional mix. 
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   Table 1.1 The Sports Marketing Promotional Mix 
The Sports Marketing Mix 

 
! Sales promotion refers to any activity designed to stimulate immediate 

demand for sports products or services (Shank, 1999). In general, non-
price promotions include tangible items such as special events and 
giveaway items, whereas price-oriented promotions involve discounts or 
other price-related manipulations (Mullin et al., 2000). 

 
! Personal selling can be conducted in many ways but consists of the seller 

making personal contact with the consumer or potential consumer in 
order to stimulate them to make a purchase (Woodruffe, 1995). 
Compared to the other marketing communication tools available, 
personal selling offers flexibility in terms of message, the ability to 
�customize� the offering, two-way communications, opportunities to build 
confidence and almost complete control over the marketing message 
given to the prospective customer or consumer (Morgon, 1991). 

 
! Sponsorship is defined as investing in a sports entity, such as an athlete, 

team, league or event, to support overall organizational objectives, 
marketing goals, and/or promotional strategies. The sponsorship 
investment can take the form of monetary support and/or trade. (Shank, 
1999) 

 
! Public relations involve a very broad area and a wide variety of activities 

that seek to affect both public opinion and the opinion of specific 
stakeholders whose interests intersect with the organization. Its 
objective is to create goodwill and understanding between an 
organization and its stakeholders, also referred to as positive 
stakeholder relationships. (Duncan, 2002) 

 
! Advertising is described as any paid form of non-personal communication 

of ideas or products in the prime media; i.e. television, press, posters, 
cinema and radio, the Internet and direct marketing (Jobber, 2001).  
Advertising is unique in that the advertiser decides over what is to be 
said and when and how it is to be transmitted, and by which means 
(Woodruffe, 1995). 

 
Source: Adapted from Shank (1999), p. 354-367; Mullin et al.(2000), p. 173-181; Woodruffe (1995),          
p. 203; Morgan (1991), p. 97-98; Duncan (2002), p. 585; Jobber (2001), p. 353 

 
Advertising began to play an important role in the economy of developed societies from the 
early 1930�s. From then on advertising was connected to celebrities. (Kambitsis, et al., 2002) 
Nowadays, celebrity endorsement has become a well-established form of advertising 
(Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995). A definition used by Kamins et al. (1989, p. 5) defines a 
celebrity as: 
 
�An individual who is known to the public (i.e., actor, sports figure, entertainer, etc.) for his 
or her achievements in areas other than that of the product class endorsed� (cf. Friedman & 
Friedman, 1979). 
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Furthermore, McCracken (1989, p. 310) defines celebrity endorsement as:  
 
�Any individual who enjoys public recognition and who uses this recognition on behalf of a 
consumer good by appearing with it in an advertisement�. 
 
Endorsements by an association have lead to the successful selling of products (Daneshvary & 
Schwer, 2000). Today, as much as 20% of all advertising use some type of celebrity 
endorsement (Till, 1998). Furthermore, approximately 10% of the dollars spent on television 
advertising are used in celebrity endorsement advertisements. (Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995) 
According to Kambitsis et al. (2002) today�s use of celebrity endorsers in advertising 
strategies are becoming more and more sophisticated and complicated.  
 
Forbes.com lists the top 100 most popular celebrities by evaluating the relative pay and 
profiles of performers in vastly different fields. Table 1.2 shows the top ten celebrities of 
2004, which contains actors and musicians as well as athletes and TV personalities.  
 
    Table 1.2 Top ten celebrities of 2004 

Top 10 Celebrities 
! 1 � Mel Gibson 
! 2 � Tiger Woods 
! 3 � Oprah Winfrey 
! 4 � Tom Cruise 
! 5 � Rolling Stones 
! 6 � J.K. Rowling 
! 7 � Michael Jordan 
! 8 � Bruce Springsteen 
! 9 � Steven Spielberg 
! 10 � Johnny Depp 

    Source: Adapted from www.forbes.com 
 
Advertisers often use celebrities in advertising because of their famous attributes including 
beauty, courage, talent, athleticism, grace, power, and sex appeal that often represent the 
attractions desired for the brands they endorse. The repeated association of a brand with a 
celebrity might ultimately lead consumers to think the brand possesses the attractive qualities 
that are similar to the celebrity�s. Furthermore, consumers may like the brand because they 
like the celebrity who endorses it. The celebrities used as endorsers are primarily chosen from 
the entertainment business or the athletic field. (Shimp, 2000)  
 
The remainder of this thesis will focus on the use of athletes as endorsers, starting with a brief 
explanation of its position in sports marketing. Therefore, when using the word celebrities, we 
are specifically referring to athlete celebrities.  
 
Endorsement is one of the most prevalent execution styles for marketing of sports (Shank, 
1999). Both theory and practice prove that the use of superstars in advertising generates a lot 
of publicity and attention from the public (Ohanian, 1991). Organizations pay millions of 
dollars each year for the endorsement of their products by athletes (Martin, 1996). Thomaselli 
(2004) claims that Nike, during 2004, plans on spending approximately 192 million dollars on 
their celebrity endorsement campaigns. Even smaller companies with limited budgets are 
using sports and athletes to promote their products (Martin, 1996). One of the top sport 
celebrity endorsers ever, basketball superstar Michael Jordan, made an estimated 40 million 
dollars a year in endorsement fees from companies such as McDonald�s, Nike, Hanes, 
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Gatorade, etc. Another athlete making millions through advertising is golfer Tiger Woods, 
who has signed endorsement contracts worth more than 70 million dollars with Nike, 
American Express, Cobra Golf, etc. (Kambitsis, et al., 2002) 
 
1.2 Problem Discussion 
 
The high cost of endorsements suggests that marketers expect to get far more value from the 
endorsement than simply the use of a clever executional tool deigned to attract consumer 
attention (Till, 1998) In return to the large expenditures in endorsements, athlete endorsers are 
expected to accomplish a number of objectives, including: capture the attention of consumers, 
strengthen recall of the brand name, reinforce the image of the product, give the message 
credibility, increase product attractiveness, increase liking and recall of the ad, and increase 
the likelihood of purchase (Martin, 1996).  
 
Forbes.com lists the top 50 highest-paid athletes in the world. Table 1.3 shows the top ten 
athletes of this list for 2004. 
 

Table 1.3 Top ten highest paid athletes of 2004 
Top 10 Celebrities 
! 1 � Tiger Woods 
! 2 � Michael Schumacher 
! 3 � Peyton Manning 
! 4 � Michael Jordan 
! 5 � Shaquille O�Neal 
! 6 � Kevin Garnett 
! 7 � Andre Agassi 
! 8 � David Beckham 
! 9 � Alex Rodriguez 
! 10 � Kobe Bryant 

Source: Adapted from www.forbes.com 
 

 
It is interesting to note that ten years ago, athletes in individual sports dominated the list. 
Today, the top two spots are occupied by individual sport athletes (Tiger Woods and Michael 
Schumacher), but in total, only 25% of the athletes on the 2004�s list participate in individual 
sports. Lately, there has been a salary explosion in team sports and basketball and baseball 
now dominate the list, with a total of 27 athletes on the list. Overall, the 50 highest paid 
athletes earn a total of 1.1 billion dollars. Out of this, 40% or $440 millions are from 
endorsements. Furthermore, it should be noted that there is not one single female athlete on 
the list. In fact, you could put together a list of the 100 highest-paid athletes and still not find a 
woman on it. The best-paid woman, Serena Williams � tennis, makes $8.5 million. 
(www.forbes.com) 
 
According to Johansson & Sparredal (2002) there are two main reasons why the use of 
celebrity endorsers is so popular; they are traditionally viewed as being highly dynamic, 
having both attractive and likable qualities, the fame is thought to attract attention to the 
product (cf. Atkin & Block 1983). Belch & Belch (2001) state that the reason why companies 
spend huge amounts of money to have celebrities appear in their ads and endorse their 
products is that celebrities have stopping power. This means that they draw attention to 
advertising messages in a very cluttered media environment (ibid). According to Agrawal & 
Kamakura (1995) celebrities assist in making advertisements believable and enhance message 
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recall. Moreover, celebrities aid in the recognition of brand names, create positive attitudes 
toward the brand and create a distinct personality for the endorsed brand. Marketers think a 
popular celebrity will favorably influence consumers� feelings, attitudes and purchase 
behavior. Furthermore, celebrities can enhance the target audience�s perceptions of the 
product in terms of image and/or performance. (Belch & Belch, 2001) 
 
Celebrity endorsers are effective because they bring to the endorsement a host of 
characteristics that the audience uses in evaluating the ad. For instance, it is known that a 
spokespersons gender, physical attractiveness, trustworthiness, and a vast array of personality 
characteristics all have an affect on consumer response to an ad. (Martin, 1996) McCracken 
(1989) states that as consumers process information from an ad, they use information about 
the celebrity to make assumptions about the product. This transfer of information from the 
celebrity to the product is, in part, what makes celebrity endorsements so effective (ibid). 
 
A celebrity�s trustworthiness and expertise, or credibility, is one of the primary reasons for 
selecting a celebrity endorser (Shimp, 2000). If the source is perceived as credible and an 
expert in the products which he/she endorses, consumers are more likely to purchase the 
product (Daneshvary & Schwer, 2000). Celebrities can build, refresh and add new dimensions 
to a product. What a celebrity stand for enhances brands and they save valuable time in terms 
of creating the credibility a company has to create in order to build its brands by transferring 
their values to the brand. When consumers see a credible athlete endorsing a product they 
think the company must be okay. (Byrne, Whitehead & Breen, 2003) 
 
Another primary reason that advertisers so closely link their products with sport is brand 
identity. Fans seem to identify as closely with the product as with the sport itself, for example, 
the way Michael Jordan popularized Nike�s Air Jordan shoe. (Mullin, et al., 2000) Marketers 
think that popular celebrities will favorable influence consumer�s feelings, attitudes and 
purchase. They also believe that celebrities can enhance the audience perceptions of the 
product in terms of image or performance. Very often, celebrities act like heroes in the eyes of 
the community. Because of this, people are prepared to consume products associated with 
sport heroes because they seem to believe that through their consumption their own 
performance will be enhanced. (Kambitsis, et al., 2002) When used appropriately, celebrity 
endorsers can serve a valuable role in developing brand equity and enhancing a brand�s 
competitive position. Brand equity involves managing the constellation of meanings 
associated with a brand. Celebrity endorsement represents one way in which meanings can be 
transferred to brands. (Till, 1998) A number of different brands have created strong 
associations to celebrities that have served as sources of brand equity. A brand can be seen as 
more likable or perhaps even trustworthy or expert on the basis of becoming linked to an 
athlete. (Keller, 1998) 
 
Sports celebrities can be part of successful advertising campaigns through a number of 
different creative approaches that a company can utilize. Companies can use demonstration 
advertising in which the sport celebrity demonstrates a product in use. (Kambitsis, et al., 
2002) One of the most prevalent execution styles using athlete endorsers is the use of 
testimonials. Testimonials are statements about the product given by an endorser. (Shank, 
1999) Furthermore, sport celebrities can be effective for imitation or symbolic association 
advertisements, which attempt to associate attractive personal qualities with ownership, 
purchase or usage of a certain product (Kambitsis, et al., 2002). 
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Companies sometimes use celebrity endorsers either sporadically or opportunistically, at the 
urge of the client or the agency (Till, 1998). However, Till (1998) states that payback on the 
investment in the celebrity endorsement comes from using the celebrity regularly over a long 
period of time. Such repetition strengthens the associative link for those consumers already 
aware of the celebrity endorsement. Furthermore, it increases the number of consumers who 
begin to become aware of the link between the brand and the celebrity. Marketers who do not 
commit to consistency when using a celebrity weaken the expected benefit to be gained from 
the endorser. A good example of successful use of a star athlete over time is Nike�s use of 
Michael Jordan, resulting in consumer thinking of Michael Jordan when thinking of Nike, 
and, consumers thinking of Nike when thinking of Michael Jordan. Thus, Nike and Jordan 
have become part of each other�s association set. (Till, 1998) 
 
Sports marketers caution companies to choose their athletes carefully, ensuring that the 
celebrity�s personality matches with the brand. Sometimes marketers fall into the trap of using 
an athlete just because he or she is cool, not ensuring that the athlete�s personality fits with 
their brand (James, 2002). Athletes, as a source, become more attractive when a similarity 
exists between the source and the receiver. The more similarities a person can identify 
between themselves and an athlete, the more likely the person is to be influenced by the 
message of the athlete. The good image of an athlete is a positive input for any endorsed 
product or service, because it will bring prestige, good reputation and an image of excellence 
to the product. (Kambitsis, et al., 2002) Given the extensive use of celebrities for such 
objectives as getting attention, improve a brand�s image, and positioning a brand, it is 
important that celebrity/product parings are wisely considered (Till & Busler, 1998). 
McCracken (1989) states that some celebrity/product endorsements work better than others 
depending on an inherent match or congruency between the celebrity and the product. 
 
Finding the �best� athlete to make the endorsement is a crucial decision. Several theoretical 
perspectives suggest that the sport from which the athlete comes may be an important factor 
in producing a favorable consumer response. For athletes, the sport that they are in is the 
activity that makes them a celebrity. Therefore, when an athlete endorses a product the sport 
forms the foundation for the endorsement. The image of the sport can enhance, or detract 
from, the effects of the personality and appearance of the athlete making the endorsement. 
How the sport of an athlete affects consumer evaluation of the endorsement and of the ad is a 
critical link in the decision process when choosing an athlete to endorse a product. For a given 
product, some sports are better than other sports at producing positive endorsement 
evaluations. Furthermore, the same sports are not always the best sports for endorsements. 
(Martin, 1996)  
 
Although athlete endorsers can be extremely effective, there are certain risks involved. 
Athletes are expensive, may suffer career threatening injuries, or just do foolish things. 
(Shank, 1999) Furthermore, Shimp (2000) states that there are several factors that must be 
considered when a company decides to use a celebrity endorser. These include the dangers of 
overshadowing the product and being overexposed, the target audience�s receptivity, and risks 
to the advertiser (ibid).  
 
Till & Busler (1998) state that sometimes celebrity endorsement is accused of being �lazy 
marketing�. At times, advertisers recruit a celebrity simply because they cannot think of a 
better solution. In using celebrities, much of the success lies in first selecting the right person 
and, second, making sure that the creative team view this selection as an opportunity for 
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innovative and stylish advertising rather than an excuse to us the star�s personality alone. 
(Ibid) 
 
As stated earlier, companies spend million of dollars each year on the endorsement of their 
products by athletes (Martin, 1996). This extensive investment in athlete endorsers makes it 
imperative to understand how to improve their effectiveness (Till & Busler, 1998). The 
discussion above leads to the purpose and research questions stated for this thesis. 
 
1.3 Purpose and Research Questions 
 
Based on the problem discussion above the purpose of this thesis is to provide a better 
understanding of how athletes are used as celebrity endorsers in advertising. Further, this 
purpose will be reached by answering the following research questions: 
 

RQ 1. Why do organizations use athlete endorsers? 
RQ 2. How are athletes selected? 
RQ 3. How can the risks of using athlete endorsers be described? 

 
1.4 Limitations 
 
Because of the limited time for this study, and because the aspects of the chosen topic are 
many, we have chosen to only focus on the use of athletes as celebrity endorsers from the 
organization�s perspective. Further, our study is limited to Sweden and Swedish domestic 
companies. 
 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
 
This thesis is divided into six chapters: Introduction, Literature review, Methodology, Data 
collection, Data Analysis, and Findings and Conclusions. In chapter one the research area is 
presented in the background and problem discussion. Further, the research purpose together 
with three specific research questions is stated, and finally limitations are clarified. In chapter 
two theories connected to the research problem are presented, which results in the conceptual 
framework. Chapter three describes and motivates the methodological choices made for this 
thesis. Chapter four provides a presentation of the empirical data, followed by chapter five 
where the empirical data is compared to the conceptual framework in the within case analysis, 
and to each other in the cross case analysis. In the last chapter findings and conclusions, as 
well as implications, are stated. This brings the thesis back to its beginning by answering the 
stated research questions. The outline of the thesis is shown in figure 1.1 on the next page. 
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Figure 1.1 Thesis outline 
Source: Authors own construction 
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2 LITTERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this chapter theories relevant to the chosen research questions will be presented. First, 
studies related to the first research question will be described. Thereafter, studies related to 
the second research question, and finally to the third, will be presented. Furthermore, the 
chapter encloses a conceptualization of these theories, as well as the emerged frame of 
reference.  
 
2.1 Reasons for using Athlete Endorsers  
 
2.1.1 The Meaning Transfer Model and the Endorsement Process 
 
Grant McCracken (1989) has developed a model of meaning movement and the endorsement 
process, shown in figure 2.1. The model is built upon the more general process of meaning 
transfer, and consists out of three stages. In stage one the meaning exist in the celebrities 
themselves. In stage two this meaning is transferred as the celebrity take part in some kind of 
advertisement with a product or service. Some of the meanings of the celebrity are now also 
the meanings of the product. In the third and final stage, the meaning is transferred from the 
product to the consumer. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 The meaning transfer model and the endorsement process 
Source: Adapted from McCracken (1989), p. 315 
 
We will now describe each of these stages in more detail. 
 
Stage 1 
McCracken (1989) states that endorsement gives the advertisement access to a particular 
category of person for the culturally constituted world. The endorsers are charged with 
comprehensive and powerful meanings. Due to this fact, celebrities are very different from the 
regular models or actors commonly used to bring meanings to ads, and which can be 
described as more anonymous. Celebrities therefore deliver meanings of extra subtlety, depth 
and power. It is clear that ads can undertake meaning transfer without the help of a celebrity. 
Anonymous models and actors, available for a much lower cost, are also charged with 
meanings. In fact, the meanings that can be gained from an anonymous model are sufficient 
for most advertising purposes. If this is so, then why should celebrities be used for an ad? 
McCracken (1989) claim that even though anonymous models bring demographic information 
such as distinctions of gender, age and status, celebrities offer these meanings with special 
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precision. Moreover, celebrities offer a series of personalities and lifestyle meanings that the 
model cannot provide. Finally, celebrities offer configurations of meaning that models and 
actors can never posses. Celebrities have particular configurations of meanings that cannot be 
found anywhere else. (McCracken 1989) 
 
Additionally, celebrities are more powerful media tools than anonymous models. Even when 
they deliver meanings that can be found elsewhere, they deliver them more vigorously 
powerfully. Whereas models merely act out the meanings they bring to an ad, celebrities 
communicate meanings of long acquaintance. Celebrities evoke the meanings in their 
personality with greater vividness and clarity. Celebrities own their meanings because they 
have created them on the public stage through intense and repeated performances. Celebrities 
draw these powerful meanings from the roles they take on in their television, movie, athletic, 
or other careers. McCracken (1989) describe celebrities� careers as �large ads�. Each new role 
brings the celebrity into contact with a variety of objects, persons, and contexts (see stage 1 in 
model 2.1). Out of these objects, persons, and contexts are transferred meanings that then 
become attached to the celebrity. When the celebrity brings these meanings into an ad, it can 
be said that they are merely passing along meanings from a previous meaning transfer 
process. The meaning that the celebrity endorsement gives a product was, for example, 
created in a distant movie performance or athletic achievement. It is because of these 
meanings that celebrities are so useful to the endorsement process. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
Stage 2 
It can be said that the selection of a particular celebrity should, ideally, be based on the 
meanings they symbolize and on a well thought out marketing plan. McCracken (1989) states 
that: 
 
�In the best of all possible worlds, the marketing/advertising firm first would determine the 
symbolic properties sought for the product (having determined which symbolic properties are 
in fact sought by the consumer). It would then consult a roster of celebrities and the meanings 
they make available, and, taking into account budget and availability constrains, choose the 
celebrity who best represents the appropriate symbolic properties�.  
 
However, no such roster exist, which forces advertising firms to rely on a very general 
rendering of what meanings are available to them in the celebrity world and where these 
meanings are located. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
Once a celebrity has been chosen, an advertising campaign must identify and deliver the 
meanings to the product. It must capture all the meanings it wishes to gain from the celebrity 
and leave no salient meanings unused. Furthermore, it is important to only gain from those 
meanings it wishes to gain from the celebrity. All celebrities will encompass some meanings 
that are not sought for the product. Those unwanted meanings have to very carefully be kept 
out of the evoked set. This can be achieved by filling the ad with people, objects, contexts, 
and copy that has the same meanings as the celebrity. These elements help the consumers to 
select the exact set of meanings that are sought from the celebrity. Occasionally, the ad will 
operate on the meanings of the celebrity, and even modestly help transform them. Simply put, 
an ad campaign can sometimes have the affect of a new role, bringing the celebrity into 
contact with symbolic materials that changes the meanings attached to their persona. 
Celebrities have been known to exploit this effect by choosing their endorsement to tune, or 
change, their image. However, in most cases the ad is not trying to transform the meanings of 
the celebrity, it seeks only to transfer them. (McCracken, 1989)  
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An advertisement has to be designed to suggest the crucial similarities between the celebrity 
and the product so that the consumer will be able to take the last step in the meaning transfer 
process. Copy testing should be, but is not always, used to judge whether in fact the ad is 
successful in this regard. Either way, this is when the ad is put before the consumer, and the 
consumer �sees� the similarities between the celebrity and the product. If successful the 
consumer will accept that the meanings in the celebrity are also in the product. (McCracken, 
1989) 
 
Stage 3 
Consumers constantly survey the material world for products with useful meanings. Those 
meanings are then used to furnish certain aspects of the self and the world. The material world 
of consumer goods offers an enormous variety of possible selves and thinkable worlds. The 
final stage of the transfer process is very complicated and sometimes difficult. It is not enough 
for the consumer to only own a product and therefore take possession of its meanings, or to 
incorporate these meanings into self.  The products meanings do not simply lift off the 
product and enter into the consumer�s concept of self and world. Simply put, there is no 
automatic transfer of neither meanings or transformation of self. The consumer has to claim 
the meanings and then work with them. For consumers to appropriately take on the meanings 
of a product, they must claim, exchange, care for and use the consumer good. They must 
select and combine the meanings in a process of experimentation. However, this process is a 
very unexplored area of research. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
Celebrities play a role in the final stage of the meaning transfer process because they have 
created the self. Celebrities build their selves publicly and out of bits and pieces of each role 
in their career, as described in the first stage of the process. Almost always, is a celebrity�s 
created self attractive and accomplished; they create selves well. The constructed self makes 
the celebrity a kind of exemplary, inspirational character to the consumer. Consumers are 
constantly moving symbolic properties from consumer goods into their lives to construct 
aspects of self and word. It can be said that celebrities have been where the consumer is trying 
to go. Furthermore, in stage three, consumers are trying to create their own �stage one self� 
out of the meanings supplied to them by previous and present roles and the meanings 
accessible to them there. However, the consumer does not admire and look up to the celebrity 
only because the celebrity has done what the consumer wants to do, but also because the 
celebrity actually supplies certain meanings to the consumer. When celebrities enter the 
endorsement process they make these meanings available in material form to the consumer. 
Celebrities serve the final stage of the meaning transfer process because they can be described 
as �super consumers� of a kind. They are exemplary characters because they are perceived to 
have created the clear, coherent, and powerful selves that everyone seeks. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
McCracken (1989) raise the question of who really needs the meanings created by celebrities? 
It is known that certain groups are especially keen on using them. McCracken (1989) brings 
up other researchers who have discussed this topic. One author that McCracken (1989) 
discusses claims that anyone undergoing any form of role change or status mobility is 
especially dependent on the meanings of their possessions (cf. Solomon 1983). Another 
author adds that those who are newly arrived to a culture are also heavily indebted to the 
meanings contained in the consumer society and the celebrity world (cf. O`Guinn et al., 
1985). Furthermore it has been stated that modern Western selves are deliberately left blank 
so the individual can exercise the right to chose (cf. Belk 1984; Sahlins 1976).  Therefore it 
can be said that everybody in the modern developed society has the needs for the meanings 
created by celebrities. The freedom of choice is nowadays also an obligation to decide, which 
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makes us especially eager consumers of the symbolic meanings contained in celebrities and 
the products they endorse. (McCracken, 1989) 
 
2.1.2 Endorsement and Brand Equity 
 
Till (1998) states that when used appropriately celebrity endorsers can play a valuable role in 
developing brand equity and enhancing a brands competitive position. Brand equity involves 
managing the constellation of meanings associated with the brand (ibid). Celebrity endorsers 
represent one way in which meanings can be transferred to a brand or product (McCracken, 
1989). Till (1998) brings up a number of things to take into consideration when using 
celebrities in order to enhance brand equity: 
 

• When using repeated pairings of the endorser with the brand it increases consumer�s 
recognition that the brand is a good predictor of the presence of celebrity, 
strengthening the link between the brand and the celebrity. Sometimes celebrities are 
only used sporadically or opportunistically to promote a brand. It has been shown that 
the most effective way is to use the celebrity regularly over time. This repetition 
strengthens the associations between the brand and the celebrity. 

 
• Focus on the celebrity and the brand together. The celebrity and brand should be the 

two strongest elements in the ad. Celebrity endorsements will be more effective when 
the ad execution is simple, clean and free of irrelevant design elements. Do not have 
ad executions that are cluttered which can distract from the brand-celebrity pairing and 
therefore weaken the potency of the celebrity endorser. 

 
• Celebrity endorsements will be more effective when using a celebrity who is not 

already strongly associated with another product or service. Many celebrities are 
endorsing many different products. Using a celebrity that is already linked to another 
product or brand can make it hard to form an association between the celebrity and the 
new product or brand. 

 
• Celebrity endorsements will be more effective when using a celebrity with a high 

�fit�, �congruence�, or �belongingness� with the endorsed brand. It is easier to build 
an associative link between the celebrity and the brand if there are a perceived �fit� 
between the two. A marketer needs to consider how well the celebrity and the brand 
belong together and if the choice of celebrity is appropriate. The associative link 
between the celebrity and the brand will build more quickly the stronger the link is 
between the two.  

 
2.1.3 Celebrity Endorsement according to Erdogan and Tellis 
 
Erdogan (1999) brings up some reasons why companies may use celebrities to endorse their 
products: 
 

• Increase attention 
• Image polishing 
• Brand introduction 
• Brand repositioning 
• Underpin global campaigns 
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Due to the increasing competition for consumer consciousness many companies use attention-
creating celebrities to assist product marketing. New technology like remote control 
television, video control systems etc. has given the consumer more power over programmed 
advertisements. This increased control of power makes advertising more challenging. 
Celebrity endorsers can help ease this threat by creating and maintaining consumer attention 
to advertisements. Celebrities may also improve the communicative ability by helping 
advertisements stand out from surrounding clutter and thereby cutting through excess noise in 
a communication process. Another reason why companies use celebrity endorsers could be 
because the company image has been damaged. A popular celebrity might help to reinforce 
the image again. Sometimes companies use celebrity endorsers when they are introducing a 
new brand/product. The new product can be designed around the celebrity since this can give 
the products instant personality and appeal. Companies also use celebrity endorsers who have 
necessary meanings to establish new positioning for existing products. When companies are 
dealing with global marketing there are many difficult aspects to consider such as time, space, 
language, relationships and many others. When entering foreign markets celebrity endorsers 
can be very helpful. Celebrities who are popular around the world can help companies break 
through many roadblocks. (Erdogan, 1999) 
 
Moreover, Erdogan (1999) discusses that messages conveyed by celebrity image and the 
product message should be congruent for effective advertising. Advertising a product via a 
celebrity who has a relatively high product congruent image leads to greater advertiser and 
celebrity believability relative to an advertisement with less congruent product/spokesperson 
image. It has been suggested that celebrity endorsement strategy is effective in selling 
products, and services as status symbols because celebrities are individuals of indisputably 
high status and in endorsement, such individuals invite consumers to join them in enjoying 
products. (Ibid)  
 
Furthermore, Tellis (1998) speaks of two reasons why advertisers use celebrity endorsers:  
 

• Attention � If a celebrity appears in an ad it can help to draw an audience�s attention to 
the ad and to its message 

• Association - The association of a celebrity with a message or a brand may help 
consumers to recall the brand or message at the time of purchase.  

 
2.1.4 Persuasion 
 
Sport celebrities have the ability to persuade the target audience and move them towards 
persuasion (Shank, 1999). 
 
The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) was created by Richard Petty and John Cacioppo 
to explain the process where persuasive communications (such as ads) lead to persuasion by 
influencing attitudes. The model got this name because it predicts the probability (likelihood) 
that individuals will be persuaded by a message by reasoning about (elaborating on) that 
message. (Tellis, 1998) Figure 2.2 on the following page shows the Elaboration Likelihood 
Model. 
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Figure 2.2 The Elaboration Likelihood Model 
Source: Adapted from Tellis (1998) p. 111 
 
According to this model the way individuals form and change their attitudes depends on the 
amount and nature of elaboration of relevant information that occurs in response to a 
persuasive message. When the receiver engages in careful considerations, thinking and 
evaluation of the information or arguments contained in the message, it is referred to as high 
elaboration. Low elaboration means the receiver does not engage in active information 
processing or thinking but rather makes inferences about the position being promoted in the 
message on the basis of simple positive or negative cues. (Belch & Belch, 2000) 
 
Duncan (2002) states that there are two routes, or paths, used in information searching: the 
central route and the peripheral rout. Under the central rout of persuasion the receiver is views 
as a very active, involved participant in the communication process. The receivers ability and 
motivation to attend, comprehend, and evaluate messages are seen as high. (Belch & Belch, 
2001) If the receiver lack either the motivation or the ability, they are more likely to respond 
to cues associated with the message. This is referred to as the peripheral rout of persuasion. 
(Tellis, 1998) Instead of evaluating the information presented in the message, the receiver 
relies on peripheral cues that may be incidental to the main arguments. Examples of 
peripheral cues could be imagery, colors, celebrity endorsers, or music � all of which can 
create borrowed interest. The receivers respond to the message rely on how he or she 
evaluates these peripheral cues. (Duncan, 2002) 
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A test of the ELM showed that the effectiveness of a celebrity endorser in an ad depends on 
the receiver�s involvement level. When the receiver�s involvement was high, the use of a 
celebrity endorser had no effect on brand attitudes; the quality of the argument used in the ad 
was seen as more important. However, when involvement was low, a celebrity endorser had a 
lot of impact on attitudes. A celebrity that serves as a peripheral cue in the low-involvement 
situation allows the receiver to develop positive attitudes based on feelings toward the 
endorser rather than trying to process the message. The ELM shows that the most effective 
type of message depends on the route to persuasion the consumer follows. Many marketers 
notice that involvement levels are low for their product categories and that consumers are not 
motivated to process advertising messages in any detail. This is one reason why marketers 
often rely on creative tactics that emphasizes peripheral cues and use repetitive advertising to 
create and maintain positive attitudes toward their brand. (Belch & Belch, 2001) 
 
2.2 Selection of Athlete Endorsers 
 
2.2.1 Q-Ratings 
 
To help select a celebrity endorser, many companies and their advertising agencies rely on Q-
Ratings that are available from a New York-based firm called Marketing Evaluations, Inc. To 
make it more clearly, the Q in Q-Ratings stands for quotient. When determining Q-Ratings for 
sports personality Marketing Evaluations, Inc surveys a representative national panel of 2,000 
people once a year and asks them to evaluate approximately 450 active and retired players, 
coaches, managers, and sportscasters. The panel representatives are asked two basic 
questions: (1) Have you ever heard of this person? (measuring familiarity); and (2) if so, do 
you rate him or her poor, fair, good, very good, or one of your favorites? (measuring 
popularity). The Q-Ratings is calculated by dividing the popularity percentage with the 
familiarity percentage, and the quotient is that person�s Q-Rating. The Q-Ratings is an answer 
to how appealing the person is among those who do know him or her. (Shimp, 2000, Belch & 
Belch, 2001) 
 
2.2.2 The Source Credibility Model 
 
The source credibility model is based on the belief that consumers are more likely to accept a 
message if they find it credible. Consumers� credibility in a message depends on two qualities 
of the source: expertise and trustworthiness. (Tellis, 1998) One of the major reasons for 
selecting a celebrity endorser is their credibility (Shimp, 2000). Credibility can be explained 
as the extent to which the receiver (consumer) sees the source (endorser) as having relevant 
knowledge, skill, or experience and trust the source to give unbiased, objective information 
(Belch & Belch, 2001; Byrne et al., 2003).  
 
Belch & Belch (2001); Byrne et al. (2003) states that expertise can be explained as the 
knowledge, experience or skills possessed by an endorser as they relate to the 
communications topic. For example, athletes are considered to be experts when it comes to 
endorsement of sports-related products. It does not really matter if the endorser is an expert or 
not, all that matters is how the receiver perceives the endorser. If an endorser is seen as 
knowledgeable he/she is more persuasive than an endorser seen with less expertise. (Erdogan, 
1999) 
The source also has to be trustworthy � honest, ethical, and believable. If an endorser is seen 
as trustworthy or not often depends on the audience�s perception of his or her endorsement 
motivations. (Erdogan, 1999) If the audience feel that the endorser is biased or has underlying 
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personal motives for advocating a position they will be less persuasive than someone the 
audience perceive as having nothing to gain by endorsing the product or as being completely 
objective (Belch & Belch, 2001). Advertisers will benefit from the value of trustworthiness by 
selecting endorsers who are perceived as being honest, believable, and dependable people. 
This probably explains why a celebrity like Michael Jordan is a successful endorser. He 
simply appears to be an individual who can be trusted. (Shimp, 2000) 
 
According to the source credibility model, if an information source such as an endorser is 
perceived as credible, audience attitudes are changed through a psychological process called 
internalization. Internalization occurs when the receiver accepts the opinion of the credible 
source as his or her own because he or she finds the information from this source to accurate. 
When the receiver internalizes an opinion or attitude it tends to be maintained even if the 
source of the message is forgotten or if the source changes position. (Erdogan, 1999; Belch & 
Belch, 2001)  
 
2.2.3 The Source Attractiveness Model 
 
Erdogan, (1999); Tellis, (1998) states that when selecting a celebrity endorser advertising 
executives are evaluating different aspects that can be generalized as attractiveness. 
Attractiveness does not only mean physical attractiveness (although that can be a very 
important attribute) but includes many different characteristics that the receivers may perceive 
in an endorser (ibid). Tellis (1998) further discusses that attractiveness depends of three 
central attributes: similarity, familiarity, and liking. Similarity refers to a supposed 
resemblance between the source and the receiver of the message, while familiarity refers 
previous knowledge of the source through exposure. Liking is an affection for the source as a 
result of physical appearance, behavior, or other personal traits. (Ibid) 
 
When a receiver finds something in an endorser that they consider attractive this leads to 
persuasion through a process of identification. That is when the receiver identifies with the 
endorser and adopts similar beliefs, attitudes, preferences, or behavior. (Belch & Belch, 2001; 
Byrne et al., 2003) Maintaining this position depends on two things, the source�s continued 
support for this position and the receiver�s continued identification with the source.  
 
Marketers recognize that receiver of persuasive communication are more likely to identify 
with people they find likable or similar to themselves. Therefore similarity and liking are the 
two source characteristics marketers seek when choosing a communicator/endorser. (Belch & 
Belch, 2001) 
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2.2.4 The TEARS Model 
 
Shimp (2003) also claims that there are two general attributes, credibility and attractiveness 
that play an important role when selecting an endorser. He has created a model called the 
TEARS model shown in table 2.1. 
 

       Table 2.1 The Tears Model 
The TEARS Model 

Trustworthiness 

Expertise 

Attractiveness 

Respect 

Similarity 
      Source: Adapted from Shimp (2003) p. 296  

 
Credibility 
The first general attribute is credibility, which consists of two central features: trustworthiness 
and expertise. Trustworthiness, the T component in the TEARS model, refers to believability, 
honesty, integrity f a source; someone who can be trusted. Endorser need to establish that they 
are not attempting to manipulate the audience and that they are objective in their 
presentations. By doing this, they establish themselves as trustworthy and therefore, credible. 
A celebrity gains the audience�s trust trough the life he or she lives professionally (on the 
sport field) and personally which is available for everyone to read about in mass media. 
Advertisers can benefit from the value of trustworthiness by selecting endorsers who are 
regarded as being honest, believable, and dependable person.  
 
The second feature of endorser credibility is expertise, the E term of the TEARS model. 
Expertise refers to the knowledge, experience, or skills that and endorser possesses as they 
relate to the communications topic. Hence, athletes are perceived as experts when it comes to 
endorsement of sports-related products.  It is important that an endorser is being perceived as 
an expert because then he or she is more persuasive in changing audience opinions than an 
endorser who is not perceived as possessing the same characteristic. 
 
Attractiveness 
The second general attribute is attractiveness, which consists of three related ideas: physical 
attractiveness, respect and similarity. Physical attractiveness, the A component in the TEARS 
model refers to how the endorsers� looks, behavior or other personal traits. Respect, the R in 
the TEARS model stands for the quality of being admired due to one�s personal qualities and 
accomplishments. Hence, athletes are respected for their athletic prowess and 
accomplishments in their sport. A respected celebrity is also generally liked and this 
respect/likeability factor may serve to enhance brand equity because of the positive effect the 
consumers may get towards the brand by the association with the endorser. Similarity, the last 
component of attractiveness and also the S term in the TEARS model refers to how the 
endorser matches with the audience in terms of age, gender, ethnicity social class etc. 
Similarity is an important attribute because it is easier for a consumer to relate to an endorser 
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who shares the same characteristics as themselves. In general a celebrity endorser is perceived 
as more trustworthy the more he or she matches the audience in terms of distinct 
characteristics. If the audience perceives the celebrity as trustworthy this promotes more 
favorable attitudes toward the advertised brand. (Ibid) 
 
2.2.5 The No Tears Approach 
 
Shimp (2003) further brings up some of the major considerations when selecting and using 
celebrity endorsers, which he refers to as the No Tears approach, shown if table 2.2 
 

Table: 2.2 The �No� Tears approach 
The No Tears Approach 

! Celebrity credibility 
! Celebrity and audience match up 
! Celebrity and brand match up 
! Celebrity attractiveness 
! Cost considerations 
! Working easy or difficulty 
! Saturation factor 
! Trouble factor 

   Source: Adapted from Shimp (2003) p. 299-300 
 
Celebrity credibility 
The primary reason for selecting a celebrity to endorse a brand is his or hers trustworthiness 
and expertise (jointly referred to as credibility). A celebrity�s credibility is one of the main 
reasons for selecting a celebrity endorser. Endorsers who are trustworthy and perceived as 
knowledgeable are best able to convince others to undertake a course of action.  
 
Celebrity/Audience match up 
It is important that the endorser align well with the brand(s) target market. When selecting a 
celebrity to endorse product advertisers should consider if the target market would positively 
relate to this endorser. Special attention should be paid to employ celebrities who have a 
direct connection with their endorsed product and who are perceived to be experts by the 
target audience. There has to be congruency between the audience and the endorser. If there is 
no congruency, then the audience remembers the celebrity and not the product.  
 
Celebrity/Brand match up 
Advertising executives are looking for a celebrity who has the image, values, and decorum 
which can be compatible with the image wanted for the advertised brand. (Shimp, 2003). 
Messages transmitted by celebrity image and the product message should be congruent for 
effective communication (Byrne et al, 2003). The fit factor is important for the effectiveness 
of endorsement (Hsu & McDonald, 2002). Till & Busler (1998) argues that the selection of 
the endorser should be a very careful process. Advertisers have to realize that the consumers 
want to see some kind of logical link between the product and the star endorsing that product. 
(Ibid) 
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Celebrity attractiveness 
When selecting a celebrity endorser it is important to evaluate his or her attractiveness. 
Attractiveness includes different aspects such as friendliness, likability, physique, and 
occupation as some of the more important dimensions of the attractiveness concept. (Shimp, 
2003) 
 
Cost considerations 
Celebrity endorsement is expensive for a company. It is therefore important to consider how 
much it will cost to hire a celebrity�s service. (Shimp, 2003) It is essential to understand 
whether the economic returns justify the costs associated with using a celebrity as an 
endorser. Overall, the use of celebrity endorsers in advertising constitutes a significant 
investment in intangible assets by the sponsoring firm � an investment that hopefully will be 
compensated by greater future sales revenues and profits. (Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995) 
 
Working ease or difficulty 
A company agency should do check the celebrity�s� tack records as an endorser in order to see 
how easy he or she is to work with (Till, 1998). Some celebrities are relatively easy to work 
while others can be stubborn, arrogant, temperamental or otherwise unmanageable. It would 
definitely be less complicated to select a celebrity that is �hassle free� than dealing with 
someone who is otherwise difficult to work with. (Shimp, 2003) 
 
Saturation factors 
When selecting a celebrity endorser it is of great concern to look at how many other brands 
the celebrity is endorsing. If a celebrity is endorsing many different brands he or she could 
easily be overexposed. Overexposing could reduce the celebrities� perceived credibility and 
likeability. (Shimp, 2003) 
 
Trouble factors 
Companies that use celebrities as endorsers should consider the likelihood that the celebrity 
will get into trouble after an endorsement is established. Many entertainers and athletes have 
been involved in different scandals that could embarrass the companies whose products they 
are endorsing. To avoid these problems, companies often research a celebrity�s personal life 
and background. Many companies provide a morals clause in the endorsement contracts 
allowing the company to terminate the contract if scandals were to arise. (Shimp, 2003) 
 
2.2.6 The FREDD Principle 
 
FRED is a short form created by Young & Rubricum that stands for familiarity, relevance, 
esteem, and differentiation. The FRED principle is a result from Y & R study on why brands 
succeed and fail. The principles from Y & R study have been applied by Miciak & Shankling 
(1994) when studying celebrity endorsers. However, they have added another attribute to the 
list and FRED becomes FREDD where the last D stands for Deportment.  
 
Familiarity 
The most important thing to keep in mind when selecting a celebrity to endorse a 
product/brand is that the celebrity is easy to recognize, likable, and friendly. This does not 
mean that the celebrity has to be recognized by everyone; rather, the endorser must be 
recognized by the intended target audience. 
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Relevance 
The advertisers have to evaluate whether there is a fit between the celebrity and the product. 
The celebrity has to have the image, reputation, and appearance that fit with the product he or 
she is endorsing. There also has to be a pertinent fit between the celebrity and target audience. 
Some consumers want to be like the celebrity while others already feel like they are like the 
celebrity. 
 
Esteem 
This selection principle include that the celebrity must have personal credibility and be held in 
high regard by the target audience. For athlete endorsers it is winning that contributes to 
esteem. 
 
Differentiation 
A major reason for using celebrity endorsers is to cut through the massive advertising clutter. 
When comparing to the average person, of course, the celebrity is different. However, it is 
important to consider how the celebrity will come across when compared with other high-
profile people. It is in this regard that an endorser needs to be distinctive. 
 
Deportment 
Although a company has found a celebrity that can measure up well on familiarity, relevance, 
esteem, and differentiation he or she can still fail on the deportment. Embarrassing behavior 
that offends customers is a very big risk for the company. The corporate and/or product image 
can become associated with a celebrity endorser�s disputatious public actions, which can 
damage the companies/products reputation.  
 
2.2.7 Additional Considerations of Selection 
 
Apart from the above described considerations other things to have in mind when selecting an 
athlete endorser are: 
 

• Source Power 
• The athlete�s sport 
• Stereotyping of endorsers 

 
Source power 
Belch & Belch (2001); Byrne et al. (2003) states that a source has power because he or she 
can actually administer rewards and punishments to the receiver. Belch & Belch (2001) 
further states that as a result of this power, the source may be able to induce another person(s) 
to respond to the request or position he or she is supporting. The power of the source depends 
on several factors. The source must be perceived as being able to administer positive or 
negative sanctions to the receiver (perceived control) and the receiver must think the source 
cares about whether or not the receiver conforms (perceived concern). Another important 
factor is the receiver�s estimate of the source�s ability to observe conformity (perceived 
scrutiny). Source power is very difficult to apply in a non-personal influence situation such as 
advertising. Generally the communicator in the ad cannot apply any sanctions to the receiver 
or determine whether compliance actually occurs. One way of using power in an indirect way 
is by using an individual with an authoritative personality as a spokesperson. (Ibid) 
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Source power is better applied in situations involving personal communication and influence. 
An example of this could be that the sales rep has some power over a buyer if the latter 
anticipates receiving special rewards or favors for complying with the salesperson. However, 
the sales reps must be careful in their use of power position, since the long-term relationship 
with customers can be damaged if power is used in the wrong way. (Ibid) 
 
The athlete�s sport 
Martin (1996) speaks of another important consideration when selecting an athlete to endorse 
a product: the athlete�s sport. There are at least three theoretical perspectives to consider when 
it comes to the athlete�s sport. The first perspective suggests that consumers evaluate the 
information about an athlete including the athlete�s sport. If the information appears to fit with 
the consumer�s prior perception of the product then the information from the ad would be 
accepted. On the other hand, if the information does not appear to fit with the consumer�s 
prior perception of the product then the information could be considered too much of a 
contrast and be rejected. (Ibid) 
 
The second perspective offers some insight into how the sport might �fit� with the consumer�s 
prior perception of the product (the match-up hypothesis). The match-up hypothesis 
emphasize that an endorsement will be perceived as more credible and will enhance the image 
of the product to the extent that the most important characteristics in the image of the 
spokesperson match up with the perceived characteristics of the product. An athlete�s sport 
has very strong images with many perceived characteristics. If the sport is an important part 
of the athlete spokesperson, then to the extent that the perceived characteristics in the image 
of the sport match up with the perceived characteristics in the image of the product, 
evaluation of the endorsement should be enhanced. If there is little or no match up between 
the image of the sport and the image of the product, then acceptance of the endorsement 
would be reduced and a negative evaluation would be the result. (Ibid) 
 
The third and last perspective is schema congruity theory. This theory builds on the first two 
perspectives and provides a further insight beyond the match-up hypothesis into how the 
process might work. A schema is the organized structure of associations and expectations that 
one has for a product or a sport. The structure of an individual�s schema organizes the 
consumer�s evaluation of stimuli. When using athlete endorsers this theory would suggest that 
the evaluation process is a comparison between the schema for the product and the scheme for 
the athlete, where the athlete�s sport would play a significant role. If the two schemas are 
matching each other then the endorsement is evaluated positively by the consumer. (Ibid) 
 
The degree of fit between the sport, the athlete and the product is an important first step in 
picking the best athlete to endorse a product. There are different steps to follow to acquire the 
appropriate information: 
 

1. The image of the product must first be assessed. By doing research with 
consumers where the factors that consumers think of when they think of the 
product are identified and measured.  

 
2. Then the research should continue by going back to consumers with these image 

factors and measure the amount of these factors that are perceived to be in a 
variety of sports to determine the sport(s) closest fit to the product. 
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3. The third stage is to identify athletes from the closest fitting sport(s) who have 
images that also closely fit the image of the product. This is the stage where 
managers have to look for an athlete who has an image that will enhance the effect 
of the sport�s image on the endorsement evaluation. It is therefore important for 
managers to look for athletes whose images bring the product image even closer to 
the endorsement image. There is one possible exception to this which is that a 
moderate difference in the image of the athlete, if handled in the right way, may 
actually enhanced the endorsement evaluation more than an athlete with closely 
fitting image. However, this is not something to be pursued for all products. 

 
4. In the last stage consumers� evaluation of the endorsement by those athletes with 

the images that enhance the fit between the product image and the endorsement are 
then measured. Finally the athlete that accomplishes the greatest number of 
objectives would be selected. (Ibid) 

 
Considering the sport that the athlete comes from can further enhance the endorsement 
evaluation and hence, the consumer�s attitude toward the ad and the product. (Ibid) 
 
Stereotyping of endorsers 
According to Tellis (1998) the issue of stereotyping is an important consideration in the 
selection of an endorser. Stereotyping is when a person is judged on the basis of one�s 
perception of the group to which he or she belongs, rather than on their own individual 
characteristics. Stereotyping is not as common now as in the old days. However, it is still 
prevalent in advertising today, especially in the areas of gender, race, and age. 
 
2.3 Risks when using Athlete Endorsers 
 
2.3.1 Overshadowing 
 
A common risk for the advertiser is that consumers will focus their attention on the celebrity 
and fail to notice the brand being promoted (Erdogan, 1999; Belch & Belch, 2001). Till 
(1998) argues that even though the advertiser intends to build an associative link between the 
brand and the celebrity, overshadowing suggests that the celebrity endorser is most likely to 
build a link with the predominate stimulus, which might not be the featured brand, in the ad 
execution. It is therefore important that the execution is single-minded in communicating the 
brand-celebrity pairing. The brand and the celebrity should be the two dominant elements in 
the ad. If the ad execution is cluttered there is a risk that it distracts from the brand-celebrity 
pairing and this can in turn be expected to weaken the potency of the celebrity endorser. The 
likelihood of forming this associative brand-celebrity link increase when there are few other 
competing elements in the ad. (Till, 1998) Advertisers should select a celebrity endorser who 
will attract attention and enhance the sales message, yet not overshadow the brand (Belch & 
Belch, 2001).  
 
2.3.2 Overexposure 
 
Another risk that needs to be considered when using celebrities as endorser is according to 
Till (1998) overexposure. Some celebrities endorse many diverse products. If a celebrity�s 
image is associated with many brands, impact and identity with each product may decrease 
since the relationship between the celebrity and a particular brand is not distinctive. An 
overexposed celebrity can make consumers aware of the real reasons why celebrities endorse 
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which has less to do with the brand/product attributes, and more to do with generous 
compensations. (Erdogan, 1999) The outcome of this can be that consumers are skeptical of 
endorsements because they know the celebrities are getting paid. This is especially so when 
the celebrity endorses too many products or companies and becomes overexposed. It is 
possible for a company to protect themselves against overexposure with an exclusivity clause 
limiting the number of products a celebrity can endorse. Thus, clauses like that are often 
expensive and most celebrities agree not to endorse similar products anyway. (Belch& Belch, 
2001) 
 
2.3.3 Target Audiences� Receptivity 
 
Belch & Belch states that consumers who are particularly knowledgeable about a product or 
service or have strongly established attitudes may be less influenced by a celebrity than those 
with little knowledge or neutral attitudes. For example one study found that college-age 
students were more likely to have positive feelings toward a product endorsed by a celebrity 
than were older consumers. (Belch & Belch, 2001) 
 
2.3.4 Negative publicity 
 
A celebrity�s behavior can be a big risk to a company. Several entertainers and athletes have 
been involved in activities that could embarrass the companies whose products they endorsed 
(Belch & Belch, 2001). Negative information about celebrity endorsers can have a negative 
impact on the consumers� perception of the celebrity as well as the endorsed product. 
(Erdogan, 1999) Till (1998) states that if a celebrity who is strongly associated with a brand 
gets negative publicity then the occurrence of the negative information about the celebrity will 
also activate in memory, to some degree, the endorsed brand. The association between brand 
and celebrity generates the possibility that ones evaluation of the celebrity may be transferred 
to the brand. Therefore, it is always a risk that negative publicity about a celebrity can tarnish 
the endorsed brand. (Ibid)  
 
To protect themselves against these kinds of problems companies often research a celebrity�s 
personal life and background. Often companies put a moral clause in the endorsement 
contracts which allows the company to break the contract if controversy arises. However, the 
marketers should remember that adding moral clauses to their endorsement contracts only 
gets them out of trouble; it does not prevent them. (Belch & Belch, 2001) 
 
2.3.5 Financial risk 
 
Tellis (1998) discusses financial risks as a risk associated with celebrity endorsement. 
Celebrity endorsement has become a part of many advertisers promotional strategy and 
companies pay millions of dollars each year for the endorsement of their products by athletes. 
(ibid) It is important for advertisers to consider if the celebrity endorser is worth the 
investment. For example, the costs associated with using celebrities as endorsers are rising. 
Some celebrity endorse several products, sometimes even switching their endorsements to 
rival brands; the negative publicity generate by some celebrities has added the potential risk 
of negative impact which can result in decreased sales. (Agrawal & Kamakura, 1995) 
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2.3.6 Confusion 
 
Some advertisers use many different celebrities to endorse a product or brand. Using a mix of 
celebrity endorsers for one product can be valuable for appealing to various audiences to 
which the product is aimed. It has been indicated that a product/brand might have wide range 
of consumers and that multiple endorsement can help to cover the whole target audience. 
However, it is also cautioned that using several different celebrities can cause confusion 
amongst consumers about the brand�s identity. Advertisers should make sure that every 
celebrity possesses compatible meanings that are sought for the brand. (Hsu & McDonald, 
2002) 
 
2.3.7 Extinction 
 
The positive association that has occurred between the celebrity endorser and the brand may 
weaken over time, particularly if the brand receives a lot of attention without association with 
the celebrity. Although it is not expected that every time a consumer encounters a brand that 
the celebrity endorser image has to be present, marketers should more fully integrate the 
celebrity into the brand�s marketing mix. (Till, 1998) When it comes to athlete endorser it is 
not unusual that the athletes is more successful in the beginning of the contractual term, but 
then become less successful or lose his or her fame. The athlete could for example get injured 
or just not perform as well as he or she used to. This could result in the fact that the athlete 
might not be the endorser the company is looking for. (Till, 1998) 
 
2.4 Conceptual Framework 
 
The purpose of the conceptual framework is to present, either graphically or narrative, the 
main things that are going to be studies (Miles & Huberman, 1994). In order to collect data 
and answer the research questions a conceptualization of the literature will be presented here. 
The conceptualization is presented below according to each research question.  
 
The definition chosen for athlete endorsers in this thesis is provided by Kamins et al.(1989, 
p.5) who refers to endorsers as  
 
�An individual who is known to the public (i.e., sports figure) for his or her achievements in 
areas other than that of the product class endorsed� (cf. Friedman & Friedman, 1979). 
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2.4.1 Why do companies use athletes as endorsers? 
 
To answer research question one we have chosen the theories shown in table 2.3. 
 

Table 2.3 Reasons for using athlete endorsers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from (M) � McCracken (1989), p. 310-321; 
(E) � Erdogan (1999), p. 295-296 

 
The meaning transfer model emphasizes the meanings that a celebrity can bring to an ad and 
how those meanings are transferred to from the celebrity via the ad to the consumer. The 
model is very extensive and gives a complete picture of why celebrities are used. Due to this, 
we consider this model extremely relevant to the topic of this thesis. However, we have 
chosen to focus on the different meanings, i.e. personality and lifestyle, gender, age, and 
symbolic, that a celebrity can bring to an advertisement, instead of the whole transfer process. 
Meanings is the only part of the Meaning Transfer Model relevant to why companies use 
athletes as endorsers. Furthermore, Tellis (1998) states that the meaning transfer model best 
explains the use of celebrities as endorsers in comparison to other models, which justify our 
decision to also focus on the differences between an athlete compared to other celebrities and 
regular models. McCracken�s meaning transfer model is a very extensive theory and although 
it was developed in 1989 it has been frequently used in more recent studies, which imply that 
it is a very useful theory.  
 
In addition to the meaning transfer model Erdogan (1999) brings up attention, and how a 
celebrity can be used for this purpose. We have chosen to use attention as a compliment to the 
meaning transfer model. In today�s society people are bombarded with different advertising 
messages. It becomes a challenge for every company to communicate a message that stands 
out and grabs the audiences attention. (Shimp, 2003) Because of this it is of great interest to 
observe how athlete endorser can assist in creating attention for an ad and break through the 
extensive media clutter with competing messages all shouting for attention, as well as other 
noise. Furthermore, consumers today have an increased control and power of programmed 
advertising through for example inventions like remote controls and the number of channels 
and magazines etc. to choose from. This increases the importance for advertisers to ensure 
that their messages catch the consumers� attention.  
 

Meaning Transfer Model (M) 
• Meanings 

o Personality and lifestyle 
o Gender and age 
o Symbolic 

• Differences 
o Other celebrities 
o Regular models 

 
 

Celebrities to Create Attention (E) 
• Break through clutter  

o Competing messages 
o Other noise 
o Maintain attention 
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2.4.2 Selection of athlete endorsers 
 
The theories most relevant to answer our second research question are taken from Shimp 
(2003) and Martin (1996), shown in table 2.4.  

 
Table 2.4 Considerations when selecting athlete endorsers 

 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from (S) � Shimp (2003), p. 295-300;  
(M) � Martin (1996), p. 28-43 

 
There are a great number of factors that can be taken into consideration when selecting an 
endorser but due to the limited time and size of this thesis we have chosen to focus on the 
TEARS model by Shimp (2003), complimented by two selected concerns from the �No 
Tears� approach also by Shimp (2003). In addition, we are using considerations concerning 
the athlete�s sport as brought up by Martin (1996). There are many, and several similar, 
theories regarding selection. The TEARS model is a very extensive theory that brings up and 
summarizes what many other theories mention as well. To very large extent it combines the 
source credibility model and the source attractiveness model, which both bring up valuable 
theories concerning selection. Because of its extensiveness and well-established position as a 
useful model, and because it can be described as �up to date� we have chosen to use this 
theory in our research. As a compliment to the TEARS model we have chosen to add two 
considerations regarding selection from the �No Tears� approach, those being 

The TEARS Model (S) 
 
! CREDIBILITY 

• Trustworthiness 
o Believable 
o Dependable 
o Someone to be trusted 

• Expertise 
o Knowledge 
o Experience 
o Skills 

 
! ATTRACTIVENSS 

• Physical attractiveness 
o Looks 
o Behavior 

• Respect 
o Accomplishments 
o Results 
o Personal qualities 

• Similarities 
o Gender 
o Age 
o Ethnicity 
o Social class 

 
 
No Tears Approach (S) 

• Celebrity/audience match up 
• Celebrity/brand match up 

 
The athlete�s sport (M) 

• Fit between sport and product 
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celebrity/audience match up and celebrity/brand match up. The reason for this is that they 
emphasize two important considerations that are only touched upon in the TEARS model. 
These considerations are brought up in more detailed terms in the �No Tears� approach, and 
therefore we feel that they contribute to strengthen the theory. Because this thesis focuses on 
the athlete as the celebrity endorser we have also chosen to use Martin�s (1996) theories 
regarding the athlete�s sport. This is something we consider to be of great interest to our study 
and is something that is not brought up in the TEARS model. How the athlete�s sport effect 
the selection of an athlete bring yet another dimension to our research and will work as a 
compliment to the TEARS model. 
 
2.4.3 Risks when Using Athlete Endorsers 
 
Erdogan (1999), Belch & Belch (2001), Till (1998), and Ziegel (1983) all have theories 
describing different risks involved when using athletes as endorsers. In order to identify these 
different risks we have conceptualized the contributions from these authors into table 2.5. 
 

Table 2.5 Risks when using athlete endorsers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Adapted from (E) � Erdogan (1999), p. 296,  
(B&B) � Belch & Belch (2001, p. 178-180; 
 (T) � Till (1998), p. 400-409 

 
Today, organizations pay millions of dollars each year to athletes to endorse their products 
(Martin 1996). Because of this, and the extensive and increasing use of athletes it is of great 
interest to further explore the risks that can be associated to this. We have chosen these 
theories because they all focus on the athletes and the risk that they as a person/athlete can 
bring when they are used to endorse a product. There are several other risks that can be 
relevant to this topic; however, they are more concerned with the audience and their 
perceptions of the athlete than the athlete him/her self. Furthermore, we have chosen these 
theories because they are mentioned by several authors, which implies that they are well 
recognized and frequently used making them more reliable and credible. 

Overshadowing (E, B&B, T) 
• Focus on athlete instead of brand 
• Brand celebrity link 
 

Overexposure (E, B&B, T) 
• Athlete associated with many brands 

o Consumer scepticism 
o Consumer confusion 

 
Negative publicity (E, B&B) 

• Risk of negative publicity 
• Control of negative publicity 

o Background research 
o Moral clause 

• Financial risk 
 
Extinction (T) 

• Athlete fully integrated into the 
marketing mix 

• Brand attention without athlete 
• The athlete�s performance 
• Injuries
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2.5 Emerged Frame of Reference 
 
The conceptualized theories in the previous sections provide us with a base for investigating 
and answering the purpose and research questions of this thesis. Figure 2.3 illustrates the 
different research questions for this thesis and how they are related to each other.  
 
 

How Athletes are used as Celebrity Endorsers 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Figure 2.3 Emerged frame of reference 
 
The first question why is the start out point for how athletes are used as endorsers. If there are 
no reasons there will be no selection. Therefore, question one, why, leads to question two, 
selection. Risks affects both why organizations use athletes as well as how the athletes are 
selected. The three issues together answer the overall purpose of how athletes are used as 
celebrity endorsers.  
 

Why do organizations use 
athletes as celebrity endorsers?

How are athletes selected? 

 
R 
 
I 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter presents the methodology used in this study. Different methodological 
perspectives are mentioned, together with justifications of the choices made. The means of 
how to increase our reliability and validity is discussed, and the chapter ends with a final 
overview of the chosen approach, presented in figure 3.2. The research method and how the 
different parts correlates to each other are presented in figure 3.1 below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Methodological path 
Source: Adapted from Foster (1998), p. 81 
 
3.1 Research Purpose 
 
Exploratory research is performed when a problem is difficult to limit and when there is little 
or restricted research on the topic. The purpose of this kind of research is therefore to gather 
as much information as possible and to use different sources. (Denscombe, 1998) Yin (1994) 
argues that an exploratory study should be designed by stating a purpose and the criteria to 
judge the exploration successful. Descriptive research is performed when studying a problem 
area with already existing theories or information. The goal with this type of research is to 
develop careful descriptions of different patterns that were expected during the exploratory 
stage (Denscombe, 1998). Explanatory research finally explains causal relationships between 
cause and effect (Yin, 1994). The goal with this kind of study is to develop a theory that could 
be used to explain the empirical generalization that was developed in the descriptive stage. It 
is not necessary to choose only one of these categories and suggests a compound procedure. 
(Denscombe, 1998) 
 
With all of these considerations in mind we can define our study as being exploratory, 
primarily descriptive and somewhat explanatory. The study is exploratory since we aimed to 
gain a better understanding of how athlete endorsers are used in advertising. However the 
study is primarily descriptive since we are studying why companies use athletes as endorsers, 
how the athletes are selected and the risks involved when using athlete endorsers. When 
answering our research questions at the end of this thesis we will begin to explain and the 
study is therefore somewhat explanatory  
 

VALIDITY & RELIABILITY 

Research 
Purpose 

Research 
Approach

Research
Strategy 

Data 
Collection
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Data 
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3.2 Research Approach 
 
Qualitative research is an umbrella term that covers a variety of styles of social research, 
drawing on a variety of disciplines such as sociology, social anthropology and social 
psychology (Denscombe, 1998). Additionally Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2003) argue that 
the qualitative approach provides a deeper understanding of the phenomenon under 
investigation. The empirical data received cannot be transformed into numbers, but rather be 
described in words (Gummesson, 2000).  
 
The qualitative method has been chosen since the purpose of this thesis is to gain a deeper 
understanding of why athletes are used as endorsers. We also consider this way to be the only 
one due to the fact that we want the study to have an in-depth view. In other words we want to 
describe how athletes are used as celebrity endorsers.  
 
3.3 Research Strategy 
 
In general a case study is the preferred strategy when; �how� and �why� questions are being 
used, when the investigator has little control over events and when the focus is on a 
contemporary phenomenon within some real life context (Yin, 1994). Denscombe (1998) 
states that a case study further provides a deeper understanding of a chosen research area.  
 
Yin (1994) further state that case study research may be carried out as either single-or 
multiple case studies. Multiple case studies give the researchers the opportunity to compare; 
however, less time can be spent on each case. (ibid) According to Saunders et al. (2003) the 
use of multiple case sampling will add to the confidence of the findings. Multiple case studies 
also add to the validity, precision and the stability of findings (ibid). 
 
The most suitable research strategy for this thesis is the multiple case study strategy since our 
purpose is to gain a better understanding of how athletes are used as celebrity endorsers. 
Another reason why we found a multiple case study to be the most suitable strategy was that 
our research questions are of �how� and �why�-character. Also there is no control over 
behavioral events and contemporary events are being studied. A multiple case study would 
also give us a chance to compare the different cases and discover possible similarities and/or 
differences.  
 
3.4 Data Collection 
 
When the most suitable research strategy had been determined we had to decide on how our 
empirical data could be collected to match our purpose. According to Saunders et al. (2003) 
there are two categories of collecting data, secondary and primary. They further state that 
secondary data is data that already has been collected for another purpose, while primary data 
is collected for a specific purpose by the researcher. In this research we have collected 
primary data through interviews and secondary data in terms of documentation.  
 
When conducting a case study the researcher should try to use multiple sources of evidence in 
order to improve the reliability and validity issues. (Yin, 1994) According to Yin (1994) one 
of the most important sources of case study information is the interview. Furthermore, 
interviews focus directly on the case study topic (ibid). Saunders et al. (2003) state that 
interviews allow flexibility and closeness to the respondent, which is important in qualitative 
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studies. An interview also allows for in depth information and for the interviewer to follow up 
the questions (ibid).  
 
Because our research required in-depth data and we wanted to be able to ask follow-up 
questions, we used interviews as our main source of evidence. An interview would also give 
us the opportunity to focus directly on the case study topic, that is, the use of athletes as 
celebrity endorsers.  
 
For this study, we also chose to use a focused-type interview which according to Yin (1994) 
gives the researcher to lead informal conversations based on predetermined topics. Further, 
Yin (1994) states that the focused interview may still remain open-ended, but you are more 
likely to follow a certain set of questions derived from the case study protocol. Since we 
wanted to preserve the interview flexibility and have an opportunity of probing the interviews 
were also of open-ended character.  
 
Interviews can further be conducted either in person or by telephone (Saunders et al., 2000). 
In this research we conducted one interview via telephone and one in person. A telephone 
interview was chosen because of the geographical distance between us and the respondent. 
The second interview was conducted in person, visiting the company�s headquarter in 
Stockholm.  
 
For both interviews an interview guide was constructed which had been derived from the 
conceptual framework that was used. The interview guide was constructed in order to obtain 
answers on our set of questions, as suggested by Denscombe (1998). The same interview 
guide was used during both interviews. We also emailed an overview of the questions to the 
respondents before the interviews. We did this to make sure that there were no uncertainties 
regarding the questions, and to give the respondents a chance to prepare for the actual 
interview. As suggested by Yin (1994) a tape recorder was used throughout the interviews in 
order to accurately register the empirical data. This gave us the chance to go back and double-
check the answers. In addition to the tape recorder we also took notes during the interviews. 
The interviews were conducted in Swedish which is the mother tongue for the respondents as 
well as for the researchers.  
 
As a complement to the interviews, we also used documentation which consisted of 
information from the companies Internet homepages. This complementary information was 
mainly used to describe the companies� backgrounds.  
 
Additionally, due to unexpected indication brought up in the data collection, our curiosity led 
us to conduct informal discussions regarding the risk of overshadowing. This was done in the 
most informal way possible, talking to people in our surroundings.  
 
3.5 Sample selection 
 
According to Miles & Huberman (1994), looking at contrasting cases can help understand a 
single-case finding, by specifying how and where and, if possible, why it carries on as it does. 
If a finding holds in one setting and, given its profile, also holds in a comparable setting but 
does not in a contrasting case, the finding is more robust (ibid). Following this suggestion, we 
chose to include two different companies in our sample selection, and investigate both a 
company that have sport related products and uses athletes frequently in their advertisement 
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and one company that does not have sports related product an only has used athletes once in 
their advertisement. 
 
Miles & Huberman (1994) state that how many cases a multiple case study should consist of 
depends on how rich and complex the within case sampling is. For this study the research 
questions and conceptualization provided a rather high complexity for each case. In order to 
fulfill the exploratory, descriptive and, to some extent, explanatory purpose of the research, 
we decided that two cases were to be included in the sample. When selecting the case 
companies we wanted companies who are presently using athletes in the company�s 
advertising. Further, we wanted companies using athletes in TV commercials. TV commercial 
has high ratings in regards to viewers and it is a way of advertising that involves large 
amounts of money. In order to identify such companies TV commercial were observed, 
resulting in the chosen sample in our research. The companies chosen were Sportspel (part of 
Svenska Spel) and Vasakronan.  
 
According to Denscombe (1998) it is crucial for qualitative research to select the respondent 
with the right knowledge about the research area. In order to find the most appropriate 
respondents we contacted the marketing department in each company and from there we were 
directed to the most appropriate persons. From Sportspel we interviewed Mr. Anders Frigren, 
marketing manager, and from Vasakronan Mr. Bengt Möller director of information.  
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
 
When the empirical data had been gathered the process of analyzing the data took place. 
Miles & Huberman (1994) state that most analysis in qualitative research is done with words. 
These words require, according to the authors, some sort of processing. This processing is 
itself a form of analysis. Further, we have used Miles & Huberman�s (1994) different stages 
to facilitate the understanding of the collected data. These stages are explained in table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Three stages of qualitative data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Adapted from Miles & Huberman (1994), p. 113 
 
We started off by reducing the data concerning the three research questions. This was made 
by selecting, and simplifying, the essential parts needed for us to answer our research 
questions. Thereafter we compared the empirical findings with existing theory in within-case 

Data reduction is the process of analysing that helps to sharpen, sort, focus, 
discard and organize the data that allows for conclusions to be drawn and 
verified. Data reduction should not be considered to be separate from analysis, 
but as part of it. The data can also be reduced and transformed through such 
means as selection, summary, paraphrasing, or through being subsumed in a 
larger pattern. 
 
Data Display is when the data after the reduction are displayed in an organized, 
compressed way enabling easy conclusions drawing. 
 
Conclusion drawing and verification is the stage where the researcher decides 
the meaning of occurrences, noting regularities, patterns, explanations, possible 
configurations, casual flows, and propositions. 
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analysis. The analysis is vital in order to be able to draw and verify the final conclusions. 
Thereafter we further reduced the data and it was displayed in a cross case analysis. The cross 
case analysis was conducted by comparing the findings, and discover patterns of the different 
cases to each other. The conclusions of the study were made by, as Miles & Huberman (1994) 
suggests, noting how the empirical data fitted with the existing theory and whether certain 
patterns could be found. Further, the research questions was restated and answered by using 
our findings. 
 
3.7 Quality Standards 
 
To determine the trustworthiness and the quality of the gathered data there are two factors that 
have to be taken under consideration, reliability and validity (Saunders et al., 2003). These 
two quality criteria are of greater concern for quantitative research. Qualitative research 
focuses on understanding and that theory and empirical evidence interacts. Validity can 
shortly be defined as the ability, of the measuring instrument, to measure what you really 
intend to measure. Reliability is the degree to which data collection method or methods will 
yield consistent findings, similar observations would be made or conclusions reached by other 
researcher or there is transparency in how sense was made from raw data. (Denscombe, 1998) 
 
3.7.1 Validity 
 
There are three different kinds of validity: construct validity, internal validity and external 
validity. The kinds of validity relevant for this thesis is construct validity and extarnal 
validity. Construct validity involves the process of establishing the correct operational 
measures for the studied concepts. (Yin, 1994) In this study we have used documentation and 
interviews as our source of evidence. However, documentation is only complementary to the 
interviews and the data collected and is not included in the analysis. In order to increase the 
construct validity of this study we used a tape recorder during both interviews that enabled us 
to double check the answers after the interview in order to decrease the risk of wrongly 
interpreting the answers. The interviews were made in Swedish and thereafter translated to 
English which could increase the risk of translation errors. However, misunderstandings 
caused by language implications is not likely to have occurred since we have a strong 
knowledge of the English language and are very familiar to use it in this environment. 
Furthermore, in order to increase the validity we have let our supervisor review different parts 
of the thesis.  
 
External validity concerns the issue of determining if a study�s findings are possible to 
generalize beyond the immediate case study (Yin, 1994). The external validity problem has 
been avoided by not drawing any major generalizations of companies using athletes as 
celebrity endorsers as a whole in our conclusion. Our final implications for further research 
have also contributed to the increase of the external validity.  
 
3.7.2 Reliability 
 
In order to make this study as reliable as possible, certain steps have been taken. Efforts were 
made to make sure that the most proper respondents were identified, which are those persons 
that were the most knowledgeable of the area of study. We also designed an interview guide, 
which shows how we have conceptualized the research questions. The same interview guide 
was used in both interviews. Before each interview an interview guide was sent to the 
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respondents in advance to let them prepare themselves, in order to provide us with accurate 
answers. 
 
3.8 Summary 
 
The necessary methodological approaches finally chosen for this research are presented in 
figure 3.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Figure 3.2 Overview of chosen approach 
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4 DATA PRESENTATION 
 
In this chapter the empirical data, collected through documents and systematic observations, 
will be presented. The empirical data will be presented case by case and research question by 
research question, inline with the order presented in the conceptual framework. Further, a 
short presentation of the cases will be provided in order to gain a better understanding of the 
companies and what they do.  
 
4.1 Case One � Vasakronan 
 
Vasakronan is one of Sweden's leading real-estate companies and owned by the Swedish 
state. Vasakronan specializes in commercial premises - primarily offices - in Stockholm, 
Göteborg, Malmö, Lund and Uppsala. The company has applied a combination of geographic 
and product-oriented strategies, and has specialized in the leasing and property management 
of office premises and, in certain markets, retail premises. Vasakronan aims to be a leading 
market player, offering customers a wide range of options, particularly for office premises.  
Approximately 60,000 people are accommodated in premises owned by Vasakronan. It is 
important to the company that these people are pleased with the premises, the functioning and 
the level of service provided. Vasakronan offers efficient and attractive workplaces and 
supplementary services in order to ensure customer satisfaction and loyalty. A high degree of 
expertise, continuous improvements, and cooperation with customers will enable Vasakronan 
to achieve a strong market position and satisfactory development of earnings and value.  
Vasakronan are currently using athletes in the company�s advertising for the first time. 
Consequently, the company does not have any previous or extensive experience in regards to 
this. The athletes appearing in Vasakronan�s advertising are the tennis players Björn Borg and 
John McEnroe. 
 
The respondent, Bengt Möller, is director of information for Vasakronan. He is situated at 
Vasakronans headquarter in Stockholm. Mr. Möller was in charge for Vasakronan�s 
commercial with Björn Borg and John McEnroe, which was created in cooperation with the 
advertising agency SWE. 
 
4.1.1 Reasons for using Athlete Endorsers 
 
The overall objective for Vasakronan�s commercial containing the tennis players Björn Borg 
and John McEnroe is to create and strengthen the company�s image and brand. They want 
people to know who they are and what they stand for. Furthermore, if the objective is reached 
it will make the work for Vaskronan�s sales people much easier. Mr. Möller states that in 
order to reach this objective Vasakronan chose to use athletes in their advertising. However, 
the use of athletes is only a new way to communicate the message and to do something 
different, not a conscious decision taken in regards to what the most effective execution style 
to create and strengthen a company�s image is. Mr. Möller explains that Vasakronan is 
constantly looking for new ways to communicate their message. They want to communicate 
the same message, but in different ways. Their constant message is �välkommen till en bättre 
värld�, �welcome to a better world�. Mr. Möller further explains that the use of athletes is not 
a strategy for Vasakronan. Vasakronan is using athletes this one time because it felt right, but 
it will not be something they will continue with, nor will they make a series of this 
commercial containing Björn Borg and John McEnroe. Mr. Möller claims that renewal is 
something that is important to Vasakronan. Since Vasakronan spends a relatively small sum 
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on advertising each year Mr. Möller believes that it is especially important that they do 
something that people will remember. Mr. Möller states that Vasakronan�s advertising should 
be different and innovative; something that will stand out and stick to peoples mind. Before 
creating an advertising campaign Vasakronan tries to identify different trends in advertising 
that might work for their concept. This is being done through extensive research, for example 
by looking at a great number of international and award winning commercials to see what 
works well and maybe not so well. Vasakronan identified sports as a trend in today�s 
commercials and started to think about how they could benefit from this trend. Mr. Möller 
states that the decision to use athletes was simply a matter of identifying this trend and 
creating an idea that would work well with it. He also explains that the timing in this case was 
of great importance. This was a good time to do something like this for both of the athletes, 
and Vasakronan was simply there at the right time with the right idea. Furthermore, 
Vasakronan is a sponsor of Swedish tennis in different ways and had for a long time been 
thinking about how they could link this sponsorship to their advertising. Through this 
advertisement Vasakronan can strengthen their connection to sports and tennis even more, 
finally finding a way to integrate their sponsorship program with the company�s advertising.  
 
Mr. Möller states that the meanings that a company can benefit from when using different 
athletes was not a factor influencing the decision to use or not to use athletes. According to 
Mr. Möller Vasakronan did not consider what meanings they wanted to communicate and not 
communicate in a big way when creating this advertising campaign. He admits that that the 
company simply did not think this far. However, when brought up, Mr. Möller claims that 
important meanings can be identified and that Vasakronan therefore is trying to benefit from 
those meanings. Mr. Möller believes that the meanings in this case are what can be described 
as pretty obvious and they naturally fit with the intended message. The meanings that 
Vasakronan are seeking to gain from Björn Borg and John McEnroe in the commercial are 
mainly symbolic. Vasakroan is hoping to benefit from the athletes� status as two of the worlds 
greatest tennis players ever. Mr. Möller describes the players to have the status of icons or 
legends amongst their fans. Furthermore, they are perceived as very professional, hard 
working and successful. In addition, Mr. Möller states that Vasakronan simply want to benefit 
from the players fame in itself. They chose to use them because they are extremely famous 
and well known. Mr. Möller continues by stating that the two athletes are legends, and even 
though they are not active today, they are still very popular and their connection to tennis 
cannot be mistaken. This connection is, as mentioned earlier, something that Vasakronan 
wants to stress because of the company�s sponsorship program with the sport.  
 
Mr. Möller continues by stating that meanings of personality and lifestyle is something that 
Vasakronan tries to benefit from. Both of the players have very strong characters and 
personality traits, which, according to Mr. Möller, have made them even more famous. They 
are not only outstanding tennis players but their personalities has even further enhanced their 
status and well known names. Björn Borg is also known as �ice-Borg� because of his cool and 
calm manners, whereas John McEnroe is his complete opposite. Mr. Möller explains that 
these differences are used in a big way in the commercial, trying to benefit from both athletes 
personalities. 
 
Mr. Möller does not consider meanings of age and gender as something Vasakronan wants to 
communicate, or even thought about, in this commercial. Mr. Möller states that Vasakronan is 
mainly focusing on the personal characteristics and traits of the athletes, although age and 
gender can be described as part of this. Mr. Möller states that age and gender did not matter in 
this case; Vasakronan had no preferences or concerns about this. The company is simply 
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using Borg and McEnroe because they were most suitable, and because they can be described 
as the core of the idea for Vasakronan�s commercial. 
 
Mr. Möller believes that the main difference between using athletes and regular people or 
models in advertising is the audience previous knowledge of the athletes. Athletes are usually 
well recognized by the public and people look up to them and admire them for the their 
achievements and accomplishments. People think very highly of athletes and they generally 
have a good reputation. Regular people and even models are much more anonymous. Mr. 
Möller explains that the audience gets to know these models through the advertising and 
therefore they are not perceived as being as real as for instance an athlete. People think they 
know athletes and therefore it is easier to connect and identify with them.  
 
When discussing attention, Mr. Möller believes that a big advantage to using famous athletes 
is their ability to create attention, and cut through clutter. However, Mr. Möller does not 
mention attention as an important reason for choosing to use athletes, but at the same time he 
is convinced of their strong attention getting traits. Mr. Möller describes attention as a great 
benefit to the use of athletes but not a reason in itself. He continues by saying that 
Vasakronan�s advertisement would most likely not have been created if they had not been 
able to use famous athletes. Mr. Möller states that even though there is no certain way to 
make sure the audience watch a commercial he believes that athletes fame and well known 
faces can contribute to increased the attention for an advertisement. The audience sees 
something they like and that they want to see more of, the athletes create a curiosity that 
makes the audience stop and watch. This makes the commercial stand out and makes it 
different from its competition. Mr. Möller is also aware of the consumers increased control of 
programmed advertising. He believes that there is a big risk that the audience will change the 
channel during a commercial break, but that this is a calculated risk. Mr. Möller continues by 
explaining that this risk is constantly present and that it is something Vasakronan count on 
and expect, nonetheless doing whatever they can to avoid. Mr. Möller believes that the use of 
athletes can be very effective in regards to this issue.  
 
Mr. Möller believes that because an athlete is seen in a different and unexpected environment 
and context this can contribute to not only draw, but also maintain attention for a commercial. 
Mr. Möller explains that when people see an athlete they like and admire in a new context 
they might stop to see what is going on, and because of this the athletes help maintaining 
attention for the advertisement. In addition, Mr. Möller also believes that athletes have a very 
high entertaining value. According to Mr. Möller, people enjoy watching their heroes in pretty 
much any context, which he believes is a phenomenon that can assist in maintaining the 
audience attention. He continues by saying that when an athlete that you like appears in an 
advertisement you do not mind watching the same commercial several times; in fact, you 
might even enjoy it.  
 
4.1.2 Selection of Athlete Endorsers 
 
Regarding selection Mr. Möller admits that Vasakronan did not go as deep into the subject as 
our questions imply. However, even though they have not made a conscious effort to evaluate 
different criteria�s of selection, different criteria are still present and play a subliminal role it 
their choice of whom to chose. Because of Vasakronan�s sponsorship of tennis in Sweden, 
which they have been involved in for a long period of time, they wanted to use this link and 
enhance it even more resulting in the decision to use tennis in the commercial. After deciding 
to use sport in general, and tennis in specific, the decision to use Björn Borg and John 
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McEnroe was a rather easy one according to Mr. Möller. Vasakronan wanted the best of the 
best, and athletes with a good reputation and high recognition. Furthermore, since Vasakronan 
only advertise in Sweden they wanted a Swedish player, i.e. Björn Borg. Björn Borg and John 
McEnroe�s games are classic in the world of sport, and Vasakronan wanted to bring these two 
together for �the ultimate game� in the commercial. Mr. Möller states that if they had not 
been able to carry out this idea, they would not have chosen other athletes but instead they 
would have thought of another idea, maybe using athletes, maybe not.  
 
When selecting the athletes used Mr. Möller states that Vasakronan did not consider things 
such as credibility in terms of trustworthiness and expertise. Trustworthiness explained as 
believable, dependable and someone to be trusted was not taken into consideration because it 
was not an issue regarding these athletes, it was taken for granted. Mr. Möller recognizes 
these qualities as important but he states that it would have been more of an issue if the 
athletes in fact had not been all of those things. Mr. Möller further states that because the 
athletes were not there to sell or speak of the actual product there was no need for expertise. 
Borg and McEnroe did not have nor needed skills, knowledge and experience of the product 
according to Mr. Möller. He further adds that since the use of these athletes, or any other 
athletes, is not a strategy for Vasakronan, but only a new way of executing the message, 
expertise becomes less important.  
 
Attractiveness i.e. physical attractiveness, respect and similarity were partly playing a role in 
Vasakronan�s choice of athletes. Mr. Möller states that physical attractiveness such as looks 
was not important, and not even taken into concideration, whereas behavior on the contrary 
played a big role. Mr. Möller claims that behavior goes hand in hand with personality, which 
was one of the most important reasons for their choice. The athletes� personalities were 
attractive and even more important suitable, for the idea of Vasakronan�s advertisement.  
  
Mr. Möller recognizes respect as a primary reason for wanting to use Björn Borg and John 
McEnroe. The athletes respect and fame, which they have gained from their accomplishments 
and results on the tennis court, is according the Mr. Möller one of the most important reasons 
why Vasakronan selected the two tennis players. Without this respect they would probably 
not even have been considered because then they would not have been the world-class players 
that they are.  
 
Similarity, in terms of gender, age, ethnicity, and social class, was not at all taken into 
consideration by Vasakronan when selecting the athletes according to Mr. Möller. However, 
he believes that in Vasakronan�s overall evaluation of the two athletes these aspects were 
somewhat covered, even though they may not have been aware of it. Mr. Möller claims that 
since the idea for the advertisement was to use Björn Borg and John McEnroe they obviously 
wanted whatever these two athletes are regarding these aspects. Mr. Möller recognizes the 
importance of match up between the athlete and the audience to some extent. However, this 
was also something that was more or less taken for granted because of the players� popularity 
and fame, and therefore not taken into consideration when selecting the athletes. Mr. Möller is 
of the opinion that since both Björn Borg and John McEnroe are very popular athletes it will 
make the audience relate positively to seeing them on TV. Furhtermore, he claims that the 
two athletes have many fans and are commonly known amongst the target audience, therefore 
creating a congruency between the audience and the athlete. For the athletes to be perceived 
as experts is not something that Mr. Möller believes is of great importance to Vasakronan. 
The athletes are merely a new way to express Vasakronan�s already established message, and 
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they are not personally speaking of the product. Therefore, expertise is not important to 
Vasakronan.  
 
The match up between the athlete and the brand was somewhat relevant to Vasakronan when 
selecting the athletes for the advertisement according to Mr. Möller. Because they wanted to 
integrate the company�s sponsorship of tennis with the advertisement the choice of tennis 
players can be described as a match up. However, Mr. Möller claim that there is no obvious or 
very logical link between the athletes and Vasakronan�s operations except for this, and he 
does not see the need for it either. However, Mr. Möller believes the two tennis players 
communicate an image, values and decorum compatible to the brand, but it was not discussed 
or consciously thought of when selecting Borg and McEnroe. Further, Mr. Möller states that 
Vasakronan did not pay any attention to whether the transmitted message by athletes is 
congruent with the product message. Mr. Möller believes that the crucial thing concerning the 
match up between the athlete and the brand is to make sure the athletes in no way transmit a 
contradicting message.  
 
Mr. Möller states that the main reasons for selecting Borg and McEnroe was their sport and 
its fit to Vasakronan�s support to Swedish tennis. Vasakronan was consciously looking to use 
tennis players because the company wanted to use and enhance their already existing 
connection to tennis. Furthermore, tennis is a sport that can be played inside, requiring perfect 
conditions in terms of the surface and other �working� conditions. This can be related to 
Vasakronan�s message �welcome to a better world� and the companies strong emphasis on 
good working environments, which is communicated in the advertisement. 
 
4.1.3 Risks when using Athlete Endorsers 
 
Mr. Möller states that there are many risks that you have to take into consideration when 
choosing to use athletes in an advertising campaign. Overshadowing is something that Mr. 
Möller believes can be a big risk. If too much attention is given to the athlete, neglecting the 
actual message, the consumer will focus on the athlete instead of the brand. However, Mr. 
Möller claims that overshadowing was not a big risk for Vasakronan�s campaign with Björn 
Borg and John McEnroe. He continues by stating that first of all, Vasakronan is using a well-
established message and the use of athletes was merely a different way to communicate this 
same message. Furthermore, Vasakronan is not planning on using athletes as a long-term 
strategy but this was more of a one-time thing. Mr. Möller believes that the risk of 
overshadowing is bigger when the same athlete or character is used over and over again. In 
the long run, people will only remember the athlete and not the brand. Vasakronan has been a 
sponsor of different tennis events for a long time and because of this it is easy to see a link 
between the athletes, being tennis players, and the brand. Furthermore, Björn Borg and John 
McEnroe are being used in a context and not just as themselves. These two things together 
can help decrease the risk of overshadowing according to Mr. Möller.  
 
Mr. Möller mentions overexposure as another potential risk when dealing with athletes. 
However, he states that when deciding to use Björn Borg and John McEnroe they did not 
consider overexposure to be a risk for these two athletes. Björn Borg has according to Mr. 
Möller been very anonymous in advertising contexts, and neither one of them has been 
frequently used in Swedish advertising campaigns, reducing the risk that the athlete�s image 
is associated with (too) many brands. Mr. Möller continues by saying that there is yet another 
aspect to this because of the fact that Borg and McEnroe has never done anything like this 
together before. This is the first time ever that they are seen together in an advertisement. 
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According to Mr. Möller, this decreases the risk of both consumer skepticism and consumer 
confusion. Mr. Möller continues by stating that if the conclusion had been the opposite, that 
the risk of overexposure was evident, they probably would not have gone through with the 
campaign, but instead they would have chosen another way of communicating the message.  
 
Mr. Möller explains that before signing a contract with the athletes the issue of negative 
publicity was brought up. He further states that the subject was discussed with both of the 
athletes, but besides bringing up the subject for discussion, Vasakronan did not do anything to 
gain control of negative publicity. The company did not conduct any specific background 
research in regards to this, and they did not add any moral clauses to the contracts. Mr. 
Möller believes that the risk of negative publicity is something that comes with the decision to 
use a public person. He continues by stating that Vasakronan was aware of Björn Borg�s 
previous headlines concerning for instance his taxes, but the company made the decision that 
this was in the past and no longer something that would bring negative publicity to Borg 
and/or the brand. If the scenario of scandal did occur, Mr. Möller do not hesitate to claim that 
they most likely would have to cancel the commercial. He continues by explaining that ethics 
is an important issue to Vasakronan and that they in no way want be associated to bad ethical 
behavior. He further states that a decision like this would of course result in a financial loss 
and due to this there is always a financial risk involved when using athletes in advertising. 
However, Vasakronan did not consider there to be a substantial financial risk involved when 
using Borg and McEnroe. Mr. Möller states that they felt rather secure and confident that the 
both athletes would deliver what they promised and act appropriately. He continues by 
describing the two athletes as extremely professional, hard working and dependable people, 
being very satisfied with their performances.  
 
When extinction is discussed Mr. Möller states that concerns regarding the athletes 
performance and injuries was not at all relevant in the case of Björn Borg and John McEnroe. 
However, he adds that in regards to other athletes this might be an important issue that can 
decrease the popularity and interest for an athlete. Mr. Möller explains that since Borg and 
McEnroe are retired athletes their performance is more or less written in stone. Because of 
their successful tennis careers they have pretty much turned into legends that will be around 
for a long time to come. Mr. Möller further explains that their popularity and status is not 
depending on what they are doing today, but what they did when they were active. Mr. Möller 
also state that Vasakronan never had the intention to fully integrate the athletes into the 
brands marketing mix, and therefore they will not depend on the athletes in the major way that 
they need to take things like this into consideration. Mr. Möller further adds that he is of the 
opinion that this can be a risk when using athletes. He believes that there is a risk in being too 
closely linked to an athlete. Vasakronan do not see a risk of decreased brand attention without 
the athletes. Mr. Möller emphasize that this is only a one-time use of the two athletes and that 
Vasakronan is confident that they can create attention to their brand without the athletes, 
having every intention to do so in the future. 
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4.2 Case Two � Sportspel; A division of AB Svenska Spel 
 
Svenska Spel is the largest gaming company in Sweden with a market share of 54% and an 
annual turnover for 2003 of 19,5 billion SEK. The Svenska Spel group conducts business 
through its parent company, AB Svenska Spel, and its subsidiaries Casino Cosmopol AB, CC 
Casino Restaurang AB and Svenska Spel fastighets AB. Svenska Spel is wholly owned by the 
Swedish State and the entire revenue goes to its owners.  
 
Svenska Spel�s vision is:  
�To offer the most attractive products in the gaming market, regardless of time and space�.  
 
Sportspel is a division of Svenska Spel who handles the sports related games. Sportspl�s 
games consists of the eight games Stryktipset, Europatipset, Måltipset, Oddset Bomben, 
Oddset Lången, Oddset Matchen, Oddset Mixen, and Grayhound. Sportspel have been using 
athletes in the company�s advertising since 1995. Some of the athletes used in Sportspel 
advertisements are Roland Nilsson, Eric Cantona, Tomas Brolin, Ian Wright, Vinnie Jones, 
Staffan Olsson, Magnus Wislander, Börje Salming, Micke Renberg, Tomas Sandström and 
more. 
 
The respondent, Anders Frigren, is the marketing manager for Sportspel. He is situated at 
Svenska Spel�s headquarter in Visby.  
 
4.2.1 Reasons for using Athlete Endorsers 
 
Mr Frigren states that there are many reasons why Sportspel are using athletes to endorse their 
products. The primary reason is that Sportspel is active in sports. Because Sportspel�s 
products are directly connected to sports, and would not even exist if there were no sport, Mr. 
Frigren states that they want to be closely associated to athletes and sports and that the use of 
athletes therefore is logical. He further states that the use of athletes in advertising is the most 
effective way of achieving such connection. Mr. Frigren states that there is a natural 
connection and a natural use of athletes in Sportspel�s advertising. Further, he continues by 
saying that this makes it easy for the audience to connect the athletes to the product, which 
can make the advertisement easier to remember. Mr. Frigren claims that Sportspel is mainly 
using athletes in regards to the brands image, and not to increase sales. Sportspel likes to 
create a strong image of sports around their products. The company wants to use the athletes 
to create and enhance their brand, both short-, but mainly, long term. Another reason for using 
athletes as endorsers is that Sportspel is a big sponsor of Swedish sport and through that 
sponsorship they have favorable deals that enables them to use athletes in their 
advertisements.  
 
Mr. Frigren speaks of meanings communicated by athletes as a secondary reason as to why 
the company uses athletes in advertising. The meanings that Sportspel likes to gain from the 
athletes differ a little from case to case, but they are mainly symbolic. Sportspel wants to 
benefit from athletes fame and high status. However, Mr. Frigren states that the athletes do 
not have to be super stars, but that they want someone who also has a well-liked personality 
and a life style that the target audience recognizes as a desirable and good one, and 
appropriate for the company�s image. Mr. Frigren states that the fame, popularity, status and 
personality of an athlete have to be a congruent. He adds that Sportspel would definitely think 
twice before using a highly controversial athlete, no matter how successful he or she is. 
Meanings of gender and age are not something Sportspel are trying to communicate, or even 
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think of as relevant according to Mr. Frigren. He continues by explaining that athletes usually 
are relatively young and whether Sportspel uses a man or a woman depends on the idea they 
have developed for the advertisement; sometimes it matters sometimes it does not. However, 
Mr. Frigren states that age and gender is never something that they want to emphasize or 
especially likes to communicate through an advertisement. 
 
Mr. Frigren claims that Sportspel does not in any way attempt to hide meanings that the 
company may not view as favorable. He explains that Sportspel make sure no such meanings 
exist. Further, he believes that since the company do not build the advertisement around the 
athlete, but around a concept or idea, meanings becomes less important. He adds that the 
message is always more important than the athlete.  
 
Mr. Frigren states that the biggest difference between athletes and regular models or regular 
people is the most obvious one - their connection to sports. Athletes stand for and 
communicate sport, and when put the together with a sports product or brand the connection 
cannot be mistaken. Mr. Frigren explains that if done in a good way, the message becomes 
very clear and hard to misunderstand. Furthermore, athletes differ from regular models or 
people in the kind of fame that they represent. Mr. Frigren believes that people look up to 
athletes because of their accomplishments and results. Their fame is not a purpose in itself, 
they do not depend on it in the same way as for instance a rock star. Further, Mr. Frigren 
states that athletes are commonly perceived as �friends�. People think they know them and 
relate to what they say and do.  
 
Mr. Frigren brings up the athletes ability to create attention as an important reason and benefit 
to the use of athletes. Sportspel are using athletes in their advertising because of their ability 
to create and catch the audience attention. Mr Frigren states that because the athletes are well 
known and popular they make people stop to see what he or she is doing. Further, Mr Frigren 
believes that when the athlete is seen in a different environment from what people are used to 
the audience becomes curious and keep watching to find out what it is all about. The athletes� 
status and popularity catches the attention and cut through clutter and competition, and the 
curiosity maintains the attention. Mr. Frigren is aware of the consumers increased control of 
programmed advertising. He states that this makes it even more difficult to reach the target 
audience, and therefore advertisers today have to find new and more effective way to create 
and maintain attention for an advertisement, making sure the audience chooses to watch it. 
Mr. Frigren believes that athletes can accomplish this in a fairly affective way. He states that 
the audience take every opportunity to watch their sport heroes, therefore staying tuned when 
seeing them on for instance TV.  
 
4.2.2 Selection of Athlete Endorsers 
 
Mr. Frigren states that Sportspel very carefully select the athletes used to endorse their 
products. Mr. Frigren explains that Sportspel usually select an athlete that they also have an 
existing sponsorship contract with. These contracts give Sportspel easy access to the athlete, 
as well as favorable advertising contracts. Mr. Frigren states that the key word when selecting 
an athlete is relevance. Sportspel select the athlete they want use after the concept or idea for 
the advertisement has been established. The company try to select the athlete most appropriate 
or relevant for that particular idea.Mr. Frigren emphasize that Sportspel always make sure to 
have a good idea or concept for an advertisement and then, if appropriate, puts an athlete into 
this idea.  
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Mr. Frigren states that the main critera for selecting an athlete is that they first and foremost 
are very successful and popular. They have to be good at what they do. Another extremely 
important thing is, according to Mr. Frigren, the athlete�s personality and charisma. He 
explains that an athlete has to have a well liked, suitable, and desirable personality. He 
continues by stating that there are many talented athletes out there but not everyone has the 
personality or charisma to appear in an ad. When selecting an athlete Mr. Frigren explains that 
Sportspel evaluate the athletes� personality as a whole very closely. Mr. Frigren describes 
credibility as an important part of an athlete�s personality. Trustworthiness, and that the 
athlete is perceived as believable, dependable and someone to be trusted is of course a crucial 
trait according to Mr. Frigren. He further explains that due to the fact that the athletes used by 
Sportspel are endorsing a product that is closely linked to their sport, they are more likely 
perceived as having knowledge, experience and skills about the product, i.e. it is the athlete�s 
area of expertise. Therefore, expertise is not something that Sportspel actively consider when 
selecting an athlete. 
 
Regarding attractiveness Mr Frigren states that physical attractiveness such as looks and 
behavior is not at all important to Sportspel. Sportspel believe that since the athletes are 
already frequently exposed in the media, they are already well known faces and accepted 
through their performances. Therefore, there is no need for Sportspel to consider such issues. 
Mr. Frigren explains that people like the athletes because of their achievements and not their 
looks. Attractiveness in terms of respect is on the contrary very important to Sportspel 
according to Mr. Frigren. Sportspel select athletes that are well known and popular in the 
Swedish society. As mentioned earlier Sportspel only select successful athletes that have 
reached outstanding results. Mr. Frigren adds that the audience respects these athletes due to 
their accomplishments and results in their sport. Mr. Frigren states that attractiveness in terms 
of similarity is not something that Sportspel consider when selecting an athlete. Age, gender, 
ethnicity or social class is usually not important. However, he continues by saying that such 
similarities can occasionally be taken into consideration depending on what the idea for the 
advertisement is.  
 
Mr. Frigren believes that there has to be some relevance or match between the athlete and the 
audience. However, Mr. Frigren states that because Sportspel is all about sport this match is 
very natural, and it is therefore not something that Sportspel pay much attention to when 
selecting an athlete. Mr. Frigren explains that since Sportspel use popular and well-liked 
athletes in their advertisement the consumers will relate positively to the athlete, and there is a 
natural congruency between the audience and the athlete. Further, Mr. Frigren states that 
Sportspel do not consider whether or not the athletes is perceived as an expert when 
selectingan athlete. He explains that this is pretty much a given since the athlete is endorsing a 
product connected to the athlete�s sport.  
 
Mr. Frigren states that the match up between the athlete and the brand also is important, but is 
not something that Sportspel has to take into consideration when selecting an athlete. He 
describes this match up as natural since the athletes is part of the brand and its products to a 
great extent. Mr. Frigren emphasize that it is important to remember that you cannot fool the 
consumers. There has to be somewhat of a logical link between the athlete and the product, 
and this link is something that Sportspel is fortunate enough to have naturally because of the 
nature of their products. 
 
The athlete�s sport is secondary to Sportspel according to Mr. Frigren. Once again, this is 
more depending on the idea for the advertisement than anything else. However, Mr. Frigren 
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explains that Sportspel only use athletes active in a sport that is part of their products, 
therefore there is a natural fit between the sport and the product. He further explains that to 
use an athlete not active in a sport that is part of the company�s products would be rather 
contradicting and perceived as confusing by the audience. 
 
4.2.3 Risks when using Athlete Endorsers 
 
Mr Frigren claims that there are several risks involved when using athletes as endorsers. Mr. 
Frigren states that there is always a risk of overshadowing. He further believes that if you 
have a good idea for your advertisement and do not just rely on the athlete him/herself, this 
risk can be reduced. If the idea and advertised message is strong even without the athlete then 
it is more likely to work, and the risk that the consumer will focus on the athlete instead of the 
brand is not as evident. Furthermore, Mr. Frigren believes that the risk of overshadowing in 
Sportspel�s advertisements is less since the company has such strong link between the athlete 
and the brand. He continues by stating that without this strong connection between sports/ 
athletes and the company the risk of overshadowing would much greater. He brings up 
Vasakronan and their commercial with Björn Borg and John McEnroe as, according to Mr. 
Frigren, �a very good example of a commercial where the athletes are totally overshadowing 
the brand�. It is interesting to note that Mr. Möller at Vasakronan was of the opinion that 
overshadowing was not at all a big risk for this commercial. Because of these contradicting 
statements our curiosity made us informally talk to people about Vasakronan�s commercial. 
When asking people if they had seen the commercial for Vasakronan the answer was �no, I do 
not think so�. When asking people if they had seen the commercial with Björn Borg and John 
McEnroe the answer was �yes, is that the one?� Apparently, people remember the 
commercial, and actually like it, but they did not know what company it was for, supporting 
Mr. Frigren�s statements. 
 
Overexposure is according to Mr. Frigren a risk that Sportspel considers carfully. The 
company is trying to avoid this by selecting athletes that are not exposed everywhere. He 
continues by discussing that there is always a risk that an athlete is endorsing too many 
products, which might result in consumer skepticism and consumer confusion about which 
product to connect with the athlete. Further, Mr. Frigren explains that in order to control this 
as much as possible Sportspel has a clause in their contracts which prohibits athletes to 
endorse any similar or competing brands. However, they can never tell an athlete not to 
endorse something totally different. 
 
Mr. Frigren states that negative publicity should be seen as a calculated risk when using 
athletes. Sportspel has never experienced this to the extent that they felt it necessary to 
withdraw a campaign, although they would not hesitate to do so. Mr. Frigren believes there is 
no sure way to gain control of negative publicity. However, when selecting an athlete the 
likelihood of negative publicity can be taken into consideration. Sportspel do not conduct any 
specific background research on their athletes, but they feel it is enough to rely on previous 
experience and knowledge about an athlete. Mr. Frigren states that Sportspel would most 
likely not use someone who has received previous negative publicity. Sportspel do not have 
any moral clause in their advertising contracts with athletes since this is usually covered in 
their sponsorship contracts. However, if they did not have this to rely on, Mr Frigren believes 
that a contract should have a moral clause protecting the company against negative publicity. 
The paragraph should provide them with the security that if the athlete is involved in some 
sort of scandal they have to pay Sportspel for any financial loss. Mr. Frigren states that 
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negative publicity most likely means a financial risk to a company. He adds that this risk is 
hard to estimate because there is no limit to what a bad reputation can do to a company.  
 
In regards to extinction Mr. Frigren believes that Sportspel is doing a good job of fully 
integrating sports and athlete into their marketing mix. Further, since Sportspel is so closely 
linked to sports Mr. Frigren do not see a risk of not gaining as much attention when appearing 
without an athlete. Sport is always present for Sportspel since it is part of who and what they 
are, and therefore this in not very likely to occur. He further adds that this could be a risk if 
Sportspel decided to use only one single athlete over and over again. Then if the company was 
suddenly seen without the athlete they might not gain as much attention. However, this is not 
the case. Discussing extinction, Mr. Frigren also speaks of a sudden change in conditions. He 
gives the example of Sportspel�s advertisement with the soccer coach Zoran Lukic. Sportspel 
developed a TV commercial with Mr. Lukic in his role as soccer coach for Djurgården. In the 
middle of the campaign Mr. Lukic was fired. Sportspel had to cancel the campaign and the 
commercial could never be used again. Mr. Lukic did no longer possess the role that used in 
the commercial. If an athlete is chosen because of his/her current position, e.g. soccer player 
for a specific team, and the conditions suddenly change for some reason, the whole 
advertisement might be a waste since the athlete is no longer relevant for the advertisement. 
Mr. Frigren states that you always have to have in mind that the conditions around the athlete 
might change due to specific circumstances, e.g. injuries, the athlete�s performance, trading, 
etc. He further explains that this is a something that Sportspel has to see as a calculated risk. It 
has happened to the company more than once and will probably happen again. He adds that 
this is something that is extremely hard to control and once it happens the only thing to do is 
to make the best out of the situation and control the damages and losses as much as possible.  
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5 DATA ANALYSIS 
 
In this chapter the analysis of the empirical data displayed in the previous chapter will be 
presented. To begin with, a within case analysis will be conducted for each of the two cases 
comparing the empirical data in chapter four with the conceptual framework in chapter two. 
This data will be displayed inline with the research questions. Then a cross case analysis will 
be present comparing the two cases to each other. To provide a simple and clear overview of 
the cross case analysis matrixes for each research question will be displayed. This analysis 
will eventually provide a good base for the drawing of conclusions in the following chapter.  
 
5.1 Within Case Analysis of Vasakronan 
 
In the section the empirical data gathered in case one will be analyzed against the conceptual 
framework. This analysis will be displayed research question by research question.  
 
5.1.1 Why do Organizations Use Athlete Endorsers? 
 
McCracken (1989) brings up meanings as a primary reason to why companies use athletes in 
advertising. Vasakronan does not coincide with theory in regards to this, but consider 
improved and enhanced image the most important reason to why the company use athletes. 
Furthermore, and not brought up in theory, Vasakronan mention the trend as a reason to why 
the company use athletes. Vasakronan does not consciously consider meanings as a reason to 
use athletes, however, the meanings are present in a somewhat subliminal way. Vasakronan 
view meanings as something that comes with the decision to use athletes instead of something 
that affects the decision to do so. Therefore it can be said that in regards to meanings 
Vasakronan only agree with theory to a very limited extent. McCracken (1989) speaks of 
meanings in regards to personality and lifestyle meanings; meanings of gender and age; and 
symbolic meanings when discussing the Meaning Transfer Model. Vasakronan does not view 
meanings in the same way and to the same extent as suggested by McCracken (1989). 
However, when speaking of meanings the company agrees with theory regarding symbolic- 
and personality and lifestyle meanings, but disagrees with theory regarding meanings of age 
and gender. 
 
In line with the theory provided by McCracken (1989),Vasakronan seeks to benefit from 
symbolic meanings such as the athletes status, overall fame and successful careers, best of the 
best, legends/icons. Further, Vasakronan agrees with theory that meanings of the athlete�s 
personality and lifestyle is yet another benefit to the use of athletes. Vasakronan does not 
consider meanings of gender and age as desirable when using athletes, which implies 
incoherence to theory.  
 
Vasakronan is using athletes to change the execution style of the message, i.e. make it 
different. Vasakronan coincides with McCracken (1989) when describing athletes as different 
from regular models or people, however, Vasakronan differ from theory in what difference 
they are trying to benefit from. McCracken (1989) describe these differences as the meanings 
that the athlete brings to an advertisement. Vasakronan does not disagree although they 
consider the main differences to be the athlete�s already well-recognized and familiar faces; 
the audience has previous knowledge about athletes. 
 
Erdogan (1999) speaks of athletes as an affective attention getter. Vasakronan fully agrees to 
this theory and use athletes both to create and maintain attention, however, it is only stated as 
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a secondary reason to why the company use athletes. Vasakronan is using the athlete�s fame 
and popularity to create attention to the advertisement. The athletes are easily recognized and 
their popularity will make people interested. Due to this the advertisement can cut through 
clutter and competition, which is in accordance to Erdogan�s (1999) theory. Furthermore, 
Vasakronan also coincides with Erdogan (1999) in that consumers today have increased 
control and power of programmed advertising and that athletes can assist to draw the 
consumers� attention to the extent they chose to not to avoid the ad by for instance changing 
the TV channel.  
 
5.1.2 How are Athletes Selected? 
 
According to Shimp (2003) there are two general attributes, credibility and attractiveness that 
play an important role when selecting endorser. These two attributes consist of more distinct 
sub attributes forming the TEARS model (trustworthiness, expertise, attractiveness, respect 
and similarity).  
 
Trustworthiness is according to Shimp (2003) representing believability, honesty, and 
integrity-someone to be trusted. Vasakronan wants athletes that are regarded as believable and 
honest which is in accordance to Shimp�s (2003) suggestion on trustworthiness. However, 
Vasakronan does not actively consider trustworthiness when selecting athletes because it is 
taken for granted due to the athletes high recognition and good reputation. However, 
Vasakronan believes that they can positively benefit from the value of trustworthiness, 
therefore coinciding to theory to a very limited extent.  
 
Expertise is described by Shimp (2003) as knowledge, experience and skills that and endorser 
possesses as they relate to the communicated topic. Divergently from what Shimp (2003) 
suggests Vasakronan does not take expertise into consideration when selecting their athletes. 
Vasakronan does not use athletes to sell or speak of the actual product. The athletes are 
merely used as a different way to communicate the same message. Thus, Vasakronan does not 
believe it is of great importance for the athletes to have knowledge, experience or skills of the 
product. The case findings are therefore not in line with Shimp�s (2003) theory on expertise 
stating that an endorser is more persuasive if he/she is perceived as an expert.  
 
The case findings on physical attractiveness are somewhat agreeing with Shimp�s (2003) 
theory. In terms of looks Vasakronan does not agree with the theory since they do not 
consider this to be of great importance when selecting an athlete. However, Vasakronan 
agrees with Shimp (2003) concerning behavior. Vasakronan believes that behavior is an 
important attribute to consider when selecting an athlete since it goes hand in hand with 
personality which is one of the major considerations when Vasakronan select their athletes, 
implying congruence with the theory provided by Shimp (2003). It should be added that even 
though Vasakronan believes that physical attractiveness in terms of behavior is an important 
attribute it is not something they consider to a great extent in their selection, rather something 
that they receive from the athletes in the overall evaluation. 
 
Shimp (2003) explains respect as being admired due to one�s accomplishments and results. 
Because of their accomplishments in their sport athletes are often very highly respected. In 
accordance to what Shimp (2003) suggests respect is one of the most important aspects 
considered by Vasakronan when selecting athletes.  
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Vasakronan does not consider similarity in terms of gender, age, ethnicity and social class 
when selecting their athletes. This implies incoherence between the case findings and Shimp�s 
(2003) statements. Shimp (2003) claims that similarity is important because it is easier for a 
consumer to relate to an athlete who shares the same characteristics as themselves. The 
suggestions by Shimp (2003) concerning similarity are not consciously though of when 
Vasakronan select their athletes. However, similarity traits are somewhat desired by 
Vasakronan and unconsciously taken into consideration it the company�s overall evaluation of 
the athlete.  
 
Hand in hand with similarity is the celebrity/audience match up that Shimp (2003) describes 
in his �No Tears� approach as an important consideration when selecting an athlete endorser. 
The case findings about celebrity/audience match up is not completely in line with Shimp�s 
(2003) suggestions. Vasakronan is using the athletes to express their already established 
message in a different way and did not consider how well the athlete would match the 
audience, implying differences compared to the theory provided by Shimp (2003). However, 
Vasakronan believes that since the athletes have a high recognition and good reputation the 
audience will relate positively by seeing them on TV which is in accordance to Shimp�s 
(2003) suggestions. Even though Vasakronan does not think there has to be a direct 
connection between the celebrity/audience they claim that the athletes have many fans and are 
commonly known which in turn creates congruency between the audience and the athlete.  
 
When discussing celebrity/brand match up Vasakronan partly agrees with the theory by 
Shimp (2003). Even though there is no obvious or direct link between the athletes and 
Vasakronans products this is something they consider when selecting athletes. Because 
Vasakronan is a big tennis sponsor they wanted to use this link and enhance it even more 
resulting in using tennis players in their commercial. Vasakronan believes that this link helps 
the athletes to communicate an image, values and decorum compatible to the brand, agreeing 
with Shimp (2003). 
 
Martin (1996) speaks of the athlete�s sport as an important factor to take into consideration 
when selecting an athlete. There has to be a fit between the sport and the product/brand. 
Vasakronan carefully evaluate the sport that an athlete is active in when selecting an athlete. 
Vasakronan consider this an important aspect in the selection process, fully agreeing with 
Martin�s (1996) theory.  
 
5.1.3 How can the Risks when Using Athlete Endorsers be Described? 
 
Vasakronan agrees with Erdogan (1999); Belch & Belch (2001) that overshadowing can be a 
risk when using athletes in advertising. In accordance with the theory by Till (1998) 
Vasakronan believes that it is important not to give the athlete to much attention resulting in 
neglecting the actual message. This would make the consumer focus more on the athlete 
instead of the brand. However, even though agreeing with Till (1998) that overshadowing can 
be a risk, Vasakronan claims that such risk is very small concerning the company�s own 
advertisement. Since Vasakronan is using a well-established message and the athlete is merely 
a different way to communicate the same message they do not consider overshadowing to be a 
risk to the company�s advertisement.  
 
Even though Vasakronan identifies overexposure as a risk when using athlete endorsers they 
are do not consider this as a risk to the company�s own advertisement. Vasakronan do not 
choose athletes that have been seen frequently in Swedish advertising campaigns, eliminating 
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the risk that the athlete�s image is associated with many brands. Further, if the risk of 
overexposure was evident, Vasakronan would probably not use those athletes. Consequently 
the case findings concerning overexposure are only partly in line with the theory provided by 
Till (1998); Erdogan (1999).  
 
Vasakronan always discuss the issue of negative publicity before signing a contract. In 
accordance to Belch & Belch (2001) Vasakronan states the risk of negative publicity as 
something that comes with the decision to use a public person. Their behavior can be a big 
risk to the company. Vasakronan also agrees with Tills (1998) view that negative publicity 
would not only influence the celebrity but it could also have a negative effect to the endorsed 
brand since it is associated with the celebrity. Supporting Till (1998) Vasakronan does not 
want to be associated with an athlete that receives negative publicity. Ethics is an important 
issue to Vasakronan and if an athlete would receive negative publicity Vasakronan would not 
hesitate to cancel the commercial which would of course result in a financial loss as well as 
the possibility of a tarnished reputation. Belch & Belch (2001) discusses some options to 
protect the company against negative publicity. These involve background research and moral 
clauses in the contract. The case findings show that Vasakronan is not in accordance to this 
theory since they do not conduct any background research or add moral clauses in their 
contracts.  
 
Vasakronan does not consider extinction, as suggested by Till (1998) to be a risk for the 
company�s advertisement. Vasakronan believes that certain circumstances such as injuries 
could lesson the popularity and interest for an athlete; however, Vasakronan does not consider 
this to be a risk for them since the athletes they are using are retired. Their status is not 
depending on what they are doing today, but what they did when they were active. Their 
performance is more or less written in stone and they are seen as legends which lessen the risk 
that circumstances would change and they would be less popular. Therefore the case findings 
are not in accordance to the theory concerning extinction. Further, incoherent to the theory 
provided by Till (1998) Vasakronan never had the attention to fully integrate the athletes into 
the brands marketing mix, and therefore they are not depending on the athletes in the major 
way that they need to take things like this into consideration. Finally, Vasakronan does not 
agree with the theory from Till (1998) which suggests that it is important that the brand does 
not get to much attention without association with the celebrity. Vasakronan only used the 
athletes once and they intend to create attention to the brand without athlete endorsers in the 
future.  
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5.2 Within Case Analysis Sportspel 
 
In the section the empirical data gathered in case two will be analyzed against the conceptual 
framework in chapter two. This will be done in the same manner as case one above.  
 
5.2.1 Why do Organizations Use Athlete Endorsers? 
 
The main reason why Sportspel uses athletes in advertising is the company�s connection to 
sport, which is not something brought up in any of the theories mentioned in the frame of 
reference. Furthermore, and not in line with any of the theories in the frame of reference, 
Sportspel is using athletes in advertising in order to create and enhance the company�s image. 
The company mainly wants to create a close and long term connection to sports and athletes 
and be perceived as a sports company.  
 
Sportspel agrees with McCracken (1989) in that athletes can communicate many different 
meanings that a company can benefit from. However, it is not a primary reason why Sportspel 
is using athletes, nor is it emphasized to the same extent as McCracken (1989) suggests, only 
partly agreeing to theory. It should be mentioned that Sportspel does not create an 
advertisement around the athlete and therefore the athlete�s meanings always becomes 
secondary. The meanings that Sportspel likes to benefit from differ from case to case, 
although symbolic meanings are very commonly used in terms of winner, successful, status 
etc. Even more important to Sportspel is meanings regarding the athlete�s personality and 
lifestyle. Personality is of great importance to Sportspel, fully coinciding to McCracken�s 
(1989) statements. However, Sportspel disagrees with theory in regards to gender and age, 
not at all trying to communicate such meanings. Furthermore, Sportspel does not coincide 
with theory in that the company can attempt to hide certain meanings that the athlete might 
communicate. 
 
Sportspel agrees with theory and recognizes athletes as different from regular people or 
models. The main difference is, according to Sportspel, also the most obvious one, namely the 
athletes� connection to sports. The company further believes that athletes possess a different 
kind of fame.  
 
Sportspel fully coincide with Erdogan (1999) in that an important reason for using athletes in 
advertising is athletes� ability to create attention. Sportspel brings up attention as a primary 
reason for the company to use athletes in advertising. In accordance to theory Sportspel uses 
athletes to cut through clutter and competition, as well as to maintain attention.  
 
5.2.2 How are Athletes Selected? 
 
Sportspel usually select an athlete that they also have an existing sponsorship contract, a 
criteria not brought up in the theory concerning selection. The sponsorship contracts give 
Sportspel easy access to the athlete, as well as favorable advertising contracts. 
 
Trustworthiness, and that the athlete is perceived as believable, dependable and someone to be 
trusted is a crucial trait according to Sportspel which implies congruency with the theory 
provided by Shimp (2003).  
 
Shimp (2003) discusses expertise as something important to consider when selecting an 
athlete. Sportspel is in accordance to Shimp�s (2003) suggestions that it is an advantage to use 
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athletes to endorse sports-related products. However, divergent from what Shimp (2003) 
suggests expertise is not something Sportspel is considering when selecting the athlete but it 
is more or less taken for granted. Since the products Sportspel is offering are closely linked to 
the athlete�s sport, they are more likely perceived as having knowledge, experience and skills 
about the product, i.e. it is the athlete�s area of expertise.  
 
Physical attractiveness such as looks and behavior is not at all something that Sportspel 
considers when deciding what athletes to use. Sportspel believe that since the athletes are 
already frequently exposed in the media, they are already well known faces and accepted 
through their performances. Therefore, there is no need for Sportspel to consider such issues. 
Sportspel believes that people like the athletes because of their achievements and not their 
looks. The case findings are therefore not supporting Shimp�s (2003) theory regarding 
physical attractiveness.  
 
Attractiveness in terms of respect is according to Shimp (2003) another important criterion to 
consider when selecting an athlete to endorse a product. In line with Shimp�s (2003) 
suggestions on respect Sportspel consider this to be important attribute when selecting an 
athlete. Sportspel select athletes that are well known and popular, and therefore well respected 
in the Swedish society. Further, Sportspel only select successful athletes that have reached 
outstanding results. The company claims that the audience respects these athletes due to their 
accomplishments and results in their sport. Sportspel is therefore coherent to Shimp�s (2003) 
theory regarding the importance of respect when selecting an athlete to endorse a product.  
 
Shimp (2003) brings up similarity as an important attribute when selecting an athlete. 
According to Shimp (2003) it easier for the audience to relate to an endorser who shares the 
same characteristics as themselves. In conflict with what Shimp (2003) suggests, Sportspel 
does not consider attractiveness in terms of similarity when selecting an athlete. Age, gender, 
ethnicity or social class is usually not important. However, such similarities can occasionally 
be taken into consideration depending on what the idea for advertisement is, implying some 
congruence with Shimp�s (2003) theory.  
 
Sportspel is agreeing with Shimp�s (2003) in that there has to be some relevance or match 
between the athlete and the audience. However, because Sportspel is all about sport this 
match is very natural, and it is therefore not something that Sportspel pay much attention to 
when selecting an athlete, implying incoherence with Shimp�s (2003) theory. Further 
Sportspel is in accordance to Shimp�s (2003) theory when using popular and well-liked 
athletes in their advertisement in order for the consumers to relate positively to the athlete. 
Sportspel also agrees with theory that it is important to achieve congruency between the 
athlete and the audience, claiming that Sportspel has such congruency naturally. Sportspel 
does not consider whether or not the athletes are perceived as experts when selecting an 
athlete. This is pretty much a given attribute since the athlete is endorsing a product connected 
to the athlete�s sport. This implies that Sportspel agrees with Shimp (2003), but not in a 
conscious way. Since Sportspel believes the match between the athlete and the audience is 
more or less something that comes for free when using athletes connected to a sport that is 
part of the company�s products, the company does not specifically consider it.  
 
The match up between the athlete and the brand also is important according to Sportspel, 
however it is not something that Sportspel has to take into consideration when selecting an 
athlete. Sportspel describes this match up as natural since the athletes are part of the brand and 
its products to a great extent. Sportspel further believes that it is important to remember that 
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you cannot fool the consumers. There has to be somewhat of a logical link between the athlete 
and the product, and this link is something that Sportspel is fortunate enough to have naturally 
because of the nature of their products. The case findings regarding the match up between the 
athlete and the brand is strengthening the theory provided by Shimp (2003), however, 
Sportspel does not consider it to the same extent as Shimp (2003) suggests because they 
believe it comes natural due to the products they offer. Therefore it can not be said to fully be 
in accordance to the theory.  
 
Martin�s (1996) suggestions regarding the athlete�s sport are somewhat in line with the case 
findings. The athlete�s sport is secondary to Sportspel when selecting an athlete. Once again, 
the selection is more depending on the idea for the advertisement than anything else. 
Furthermore, Sportspel only uses athletes active in a sport that is part of their products, 
therefore there is a natural fit between the sport and the product. Sportspel believes that to use 
an athlete not active in a sport that is part of the company�s products would be rather 
contradicting and perceived as confusing by the audience. This is corresponding to what 
Martin (1996) discusses regarding the athletes sport.  
 
5.2.3 How can the Risks of Using Athlete Endorsers be Described? 
 
Erdogan (1999); Belch & Belch (2001) discuss overshadowing to be a risk when using 
athletes to endorse a product. Sportspel agrees with this statement and are also in line with the 
theory provided by Till (1998) regarding the belief that if you have a good idea for your 
advertisement and do not just rely on the athlete him/herself, this risk can be reduced. If the 
idea and advertised message is strong even without the athlete then it is more likely to work, 
and the risk of that the consumer will focus on the athlete instead of the brand is not as 
evident. Sportspel also mentions that risk of overshadowing in Sportspel�s advertisements is 
less since the company has such strong link between the athlete and the brand, which also 
implies coherence with Till�s (1998) theory. 
 
Overexposure is a risk that is carefully considered by Sportspel, agreeing with Till�s (1998) 
suggestions. Sportspel is trying to avoid this by selecting athletes that are not exposed 
everywhere. In line with what Belch & Belch (2001) discusses Sportspel believes that there is 
always a risk that an athlete is endorsing too many products, which might result in consumer 
skepticism and consumer confusion about which product to connect with the athlete. Belch & 
Belch (2001) suggests that in order to protect a company against this it is possible to have an 
exclusive clause in the contract limiting the number of products a celebrity can endorser. In 
accordance to Belch & Belch (2001) Sportspel has a clause in their contract which prohibits 
athletes to endorse any similar or competing brands. However, they can never tell an athlete 
not to endorse something totally different.  
 
Agreeing with the theory provided by Belch & Belch (2001), Sportspel believes that negative 
publicity is risk that you have to consider when using athletes. Sportspel agrees with Till 
(1998) in that there is no sure way to gain control of negative publicity. Sportspel would not 
hesitate to cancel a commercial if this were to happen although they have never experience it 
to that extent so far. In conflict with what Belch & Belch (2001) suggests Sportspel does not 
conduct any specific background research on their athletes, but they feel it is enough to rely 
on previous experience and knowledge about an athlete. Sportspel is partly corresponding to 
Belch & Belch (2001) when discussing moral clauses. Sportspel does not have any moral 
clause in their advertising contracts with athletes since this is usually covered in their 
sponsorship contracts. Finally, in accordance to Till (1998) Sportspel recognizes that negative 
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publicity most likely means a financial risk to the company, and moreover a tarnished 
reputation. 
 
Regarding extinction Sportspel agrees with Till�s (1998) suggestions that such risk exists. 
Sportspel is also in line with Till�s (1998) statement that marketers should more fully 
integrate the athletes into the brand�s marketing mix. Only partly agreeing with what Till 
(1998) suggests Sportspel is aware of the risk of injuries or less successful results, however, it 
is not a major problem. Sportspel believes that extinction is less of a risk since they change 
the athletes endorsing the products constantly. Since Sportspel is so closely linked to sports 
the company does not see a risk of not gaining as much attention when appearing without an 
athlete. Sport is always present for Sportspel since it is part of who and what they are, and 
therefore this in not very likely to occur, implying coherence with Till�s (1998) theory. 
Sportspel also discusses extinction regarding a sudden change in conditions. This is not 
something that is brought up in the theory but Sportspel adds that if an athlete is chosen 
because of his/her current position, e.g. soccer player for a specific team, and the conditions 
suddenly change for some reason, the whole advertisement might be a waste since the athlete 
is no longer relevant for the advertisement. This has happened to the company more than once 
and will probably happen again. Sportspel also adds that this is something that is extremely 
hard to control and once it happens the only thing to do is to make the best out of the situation 
and control the damages and losses as much as possible.  
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5.3 Cross Case Analysis  
 
In this section the empirical data from the two cases will be compared against each other. This 
is first done in a broad manner in tables 5.2, 5.4, and 5.6, and thereafter in a more detailed 
way discussing the displayed information in the tables specifically. 
 
5.3.1 Why do Organizations Use Athletes as Celebrity Endorsers? 
 
   Table 5.1 Explanations of Coding 

Symbol Explanation 
+1  A primary reason why the company use athletes as 

celebrity endorsers.  
+2 A secondary reason why the company use athletes as 

celebrity endorsers.  
+ - Identified as a desired benefit, but not a reason why the 

company use athletes as celebrity endorsers.   
- - Not a reason why the company use athletes as celebrity 

endorsers. 
    
 
   Table 5.2 Cross Case Analysis Research Question One 

                               Company 
    Variable                     

 
Vasakronan 

 
SportSpel 

Meanings  
- Symbolic 
- Personality and lifestyle 
- Gender and age  

+ - 
+ - 
+ - 
- - 

+2 
+2 
+2 
- - 

Different from other celebrities +2 - - 
Attention 
- Cut through 

clutter/competition 
- Maintain attention  

+1 
 

+1 
+1 

+2 
 

+2 
+2 

    
As shown in table 5.2 the companies in this research only partly coincide with the theory 
stated in the frame of reference concerning why they use athletes as celebrity endorsers. Both 
of the companies bring up image related objectives as a primary reason to why they use 
athletes in their advertising. However, the companies differ in that Sportspel frequently use 
athletes as part of their advertisement strategy, whereas Vasakronan only use athletes 
occasionally, as a one-time thing. Further, Sportspel use athletes because a close connection 
to sports and athletes is very important to the company. Sportspel wants to be perceived as a 
sports-company, describing their products as sport-products. On the contrary, Vasakronan 
does no want this close connection to sport, mainly because the company does not operate in 
the world of sports. However, Vasakronan see benefits to be being related to sports, and 
therefore they wanted to connect their sponsorship of Swedish tennis to the company�s 
advertisement, strengthening the link between the company and tennis. Sportspel is also 
trying to connect their sponsorship programs to the company�s advertising, but to a much 
greater extent than Vasakronan. Furthermore, Sportspel�s extensive sponsorship programs 
enable the company to sign favorable advertising contracts with the athletes, and also provide 
an easy access to the athletes. This is not a benefit mentioned by Vasakronan.  
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A main reason for Vasakronan to use athletes in the company�s advertising was merely the 
idea of doing something different. Vasakronan is constantly looking for new execution styles 
and ideas for how to communicate their message, trying to create advertisements that stand 
and stick to peoples mind. Sportspel does not view the use athletes in such way; although the 
company is also trying to change their advertisement ideas the use of athletes is something 
they want to keep. In contrast to Vasakronan, Sportspel believes that a constant change of 
execution style can cause confusion amongst the target audience. Furthermore, Sportspel is 
convinced that the company will benefit from being closely connected to athletes and they 
further believe it is important for people to be familiar the company�s advertisement, enabling 
the audience to easy recognize the company as the sender. 
 
None of the companies mention the meanings that an athlete can communicate as a primary 
reason to why they use athletes. Both Vasakronan and Sportspel emphasize the importance of 
having a good idea for an advertisement to start out with, and therefore neither of the 
companies builds advertisements around the athletes. This can be seen as a reason to why 
neither Vasakronan nor Sportspel mention meanings as primary reason to why they use 
athletes. However, Sportspel consider meanings to be a secondary reason to why the company 
uses athletes in advertising, whereas Vasakronan does not consider meanings a reason to use 
athletes. Nonetheless, Vasakronan still identify certain meanings in their advertisement and 
when brought up the company see benefits to having them their. Sportspel on the other hand 
is much more aware of the meanings and try to use them in a more conscious way. Both of the 
companies try to gain from symbolic meanings communicated by athletes. Such symbolic 
meanings are mainly in regards to the athletes� status, fame, success and accomplishments on 
the arena. Further, meanings of personality and lifestyle communicated by athletes are also 
something that both of the companies would like to gain from, Sportspel even more so than 
Vasakronan. The companies believe that athletes� are commonly are perceived as reliable, 
professional, hard working and people who get things done, and would like to benefit from 
such traits. Further, meanings of age and gender are not something that the companies are 
trying to communicate. None of the companies consider such meanings to be beneficial and 
they do not believe there is much to gain from communicating such meanings. Furthermore, 
none of the companies are trying to hide unwanted meanings in their advertising. Neither 
Vasakronan nor Sportspel seem to consider meanings to such great extent, nor do they 
emphasize meanings in the way that they feel it is necessary to evaluate what unwanted 
meanings an athlete may or may not communicate. 
 
Both of the companies identify athletes as different from regular models or people, 
contributing to the decision to use athletes. However, it is described as a secondary reason. 
Sportspel use athletes instead of regular models or people because of the company�s 
connection to sport. Vasakronan explain their use as a result of the athletes� fame. Moreover, 
both of the companies recognize that people look up to athlete because of the 
accomplishments and outstanding performances in their sport. Vasakronan describe this in the 
context of the audience�s previous knowledge of the athletes. Sportspel takes this even further 
stating that the target audience view the athletes as friends, enabling the audience to easier 
relate to what they say and do.  
 
Attention is something both of the companies identifies as a benefit to the use athletes. 
However, Vasakronan does not mention attention as a reason to why they use athletes, 
whereas Sportspel describe this as a main reason to why they involve athletes in the 
company�s advertising. Vasakronan view attention as a benefit that comes with the decision to 
use athletes but is not a reason in itself. Both of the companies believe that athletes can assist 
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in creating enough attention for an advertisement so that it can cut through clutter and 
competition. The companies agree in that since athletes are well liked and recognized people 
will stop to see what he or she is doing. Further, both of the companies are of the opinion that 
athletes create a curiosity, which can both create attention but also help maintaining it. The 
athletes can also help in raising the advertisements entertainment value, contributing to higher 
ratings.  
 
5.3.2 How are Athletes Selected? 
 
   Table 5.3 Explanation of Codings 

Symbol Explanation 
+ 1 Yes, taken into consideration when selecting an athlete.  
+ 2 Somewhat taken into consideration when selecting an 

athlete.  
+ -  A desired attribute but not consciously taken into 

consideration when selecting an athlete.   
+ - -  A somewhat considered attribute, but not consciously 

taken into consideration when selecting an athlete. 
- - Not a desired attribute, and not taken into consideration 

when selecting an athlete. 
 
 
   Table 5.4 Cross Case Analysis Research Question Two 

Company  
Variable 

 
Vasakronan 

 
SportSpel 

Credibility 
- Trustworthiness 
- Expertise 

+ - 
+ - 
+ -  

+1 
+1 

+ -  
Attractiveness 
- Physical 

attractiveness 
- Respect 
- Similarity  

+ 2 

+ 2  
+ 1 

+ - -  

+ 2 

- - 
+ 1 

+ 2 

Athlete/audience match 
up 

+ - + -  

Athlete/brand match up + 2 + -  
Athlete�s sport + 1 + 2 

 
 
As shown in table 5.4 the two companies differ a bit regarding the selection of the athletes to 
endorse a product. Vasakronan does not evaluate different criteria�s to the same extent as 
Sportspel. However, an important part of the selection for both companies is their sponsorship 
of sport. Sportspel selects athletes that they have an existing sponsorship contract with and 
Vasakronan selects athletes from tennis in specific, which they have been a sponsor of for 
many years. Both of the companies select the athletes after the concept or idea has been 
established. Sportspel try to select the athlete most appropriate or relevant for a particular 
idea. Since Vasakronan has only used athletes once, and for a specific idea, it was easy for 
them to select which athletes most appropriate for the advertisement. Even though Sportspel 
evaluates different criteria�s more than Vasakronan they both state that the main criteria for 
selecting an athlete is that they are successful, popular and well recognized. Another 
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important criterion Sportspel is considering when selecting an athlete is his/her personality 
and charisma. Sportspel believes that an athlete has to have a well liked, suitable, and 
desirable personality. This is not something Vasakronan considered consciously when 
selecting their athletes, although they are naturally desired traits for an athlete. 
 
Sportspel believes that credibility is an important part of an athlete�s personality. 
Trustworthiness, and that the athlete is considered believable, dependable and someone to be 
trusted are crucial traits according to Sportspel. Although Vasakronan also views these traits 
as important it is not something that is specifically considered when selecting their athletes; it 
is taken for granted.  Whether or not the athlete is perceived as an expert is not something 
either of the companies considers in the selection of athletes, however, for different reasons. 
Sportspel believes that it is important that an athlete is perceived as an expert but it is 
something that they take for granted because of the close connection between the athlete, the 
sport and the product. On the contrary, Vasakronan does not even consider expertise to be of 
importance because the athletes are not there to sell or speak of the product and therefore 
Vasakronan does not see a need for the athletes to have knowledge, experience and skills 
about the product.  
 
Attractiveness is an attribute partly taken into consideration by both of the companies, 
however, disagreeing on certain aspects. Both of the companies state that physical 
attractiveness in terms of looks is not an important attribute to consider when selecting an 
athlete. The athletes are liked because of their performances and not their looks. Behavior on 
the other hand is something Vasakronan considered when selecting their athletes. Vasakronan 
believes that behavior goes hand in hand with personality, which was one of the most 
important reasons for their choice. Sportspel does not specifically consider behavior to any 
great extent; this is covered in the company�s overall evaluation of the athlete. Both of the 
companies consider respect a primary reason for selecting a specific athlete. The athletes are 
highly respected because of their accomplishments and results, which have made them 
famous and popular. Both of the companies select athletes that are well known and popular. 
Neither one of the companies consider similarity when selecting their athletes. Gender, age, 
ethnicity, and social class are not specifically something that either of the companies takes 
into consideration when selecting an athlete. However, Vasakronan states that in their overall 
evaluation of the athletes these aspects was somewhat covered, even thought they might not 
have been aware of it. Sportspel also mentions that these similarities might occasionally be 
taken into consideration depending on the idea for the advertisement.  
 
Even though both companies recognize the importance of match up between the athlete and 
the audience it is not an attribute considered by either of the companies, but rather something 
that is taken for granted. Sportspel believes that since the company is all about sport there is a 
natural match with the audience. Vasakronan does not have the same connection and therefore 
the match up is not very natural. However, both Sportspel and Vasakronan believe that 
because the athletes are famous and popular the audience will relate positively to seeing them 
in an advertisement and that it therefore is a natural congruency between the athlete and the 
audience. Whether or not the athletes are perceived as experts is not considered by either of 
the companies. However, Sportspel does not consider it because it is taken for granted, while 
Vasakronan does not consider such trait necessary. 
 
The match up between the athlete and the brand is not something that the companies consider 
to a great extent. Sportspel takes this for granted because the athletes are part of the brand and 
its product to a great extent. The company is fortunate to have a natural link between the 
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athlete and the brand and therefore they do not consider this match up when selecting an 
athlete. Vasakronan recognizes the importance of some kind of athlete/brand match up. Even 
though Vasakronan states that there is no obvious or logical link between the athlete�s and 
Vasakronan�s products there is still a link to the sponsorship of tennis. This is a link 
somewhat considered by Vasakronan when selecting athletes. 
 
The athlete�s sport is an important reason when Vasakronan selects an athlete, while it is 
somewhat secondary to Sportspel. Both companies believe that the desired sport is depending 
on the idea for the advertisement. In the case of Vasakronan it was a specific sport that they 
wanted to use, thus the choice of the athletes. Sportspel on the other hand uses different sports 
as long as it is a sport that is a part of their products. Therefore the athlete�s sport becomes 
secondary to Sportspel. 
 
5.3.3 What are the Risks when Using Athletes as Celebrity Endorsers? 
 
   Table 5.5  Explanation of Codings 

Symbol Explanation 
+ + The company is aware of the risk and consider it a risk to 

the company. 
+ + - The company is aware of the risk and consider it 

somewhat a risk to the company. 
+ -  The company is aware of the risk but do not consider it a 

risk to the company.   
- - The company do not identify this as a risk. 
? Conflicting data raises questions 

 
 
   Table 5.6 Cross Case Analysis Research Question Three  

  Company 
 
 Variable                         

 
Vasakronan 

 
Sportspel 

Overshadowing + - 
? 

+ - 

Overexposure + -  + -  
Negative publicity + -  + + - 
Extinction + -  + + - 

 
Table 5.6 shows that both of the companies recognize, and are aware, of all the risk brought 
up in theory regarding the use of athletes in advertising. However, Sportspel consider these 
risks to a greater extent than Vasakronan. Overshadowing is something that Sportspel believe 
they can avoid because of the company�s close connection to sport. Vasakronan also see a 
link between the company and sport because of the company�s sponsorship of Swedish tennis, 
and the company stated that they do not consider overshadowing a big risk. The two 
companies agree in that a good idea and/or a well-established advertising message can 
decrease the risk of overshadowing. Sportspel claim that the company always makes sure to 
have a good idea or concept for an advertisement before they decide to use athletes. 
Vasakronan claim that the risk of overshadowing is not evident for the company�s 
advertisement involving athletes because of the company�s already established message and 
because the use of athletes is only a new way of communicating this message. However, it 
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should be noted that Sportspel mention Vasakronan�s advertisement as an example of 
overshadowing. Further, when asking around about Vasakronan�s commercial it was found 
that people remembered the two athletes, but that very few people knew what the 
advertisement was for. Consequently, conflicting data raises questions concerning 
Vasakronan�s statements regarding overshadowing.  
 
Overexposure is something Vasakronan does not consider to be a risk to the company�s 
advertisement because the used athletes are not frequently seen in Swedish advertisements. 
Likewise, Sportspel always consider the risk of overexposure before choosing an athlete, and 
avoid using an athlete that has been getting a lot of attention in advertisement contexts. Both 
of the companies state that they would most likely not use an athlete if the risk of 
overexposure were evident. Further, Vasakronan believes that the risk of overexposure is even 
further decreased since they are using two athletes together. The athletes in Vasakronan�s 
commercial have never been seen together in an advertisement before. In order to avoid 
overexposure Sportspel has a clause in the advertising contract with an athlete prohibiting the 
athletes to endorse competing or similar brands. However, the athletes are still free to endorse 
other brands. Vasakronan do not have such clause in their advertisement contracts.  
 
Both of the companies are aware of the risk of negative publicity and the damage such 
publicity can do to a company. Neither of the companies believes that negative publicity is a 
risk that can be totally erased. Sportspel view negative publicity is a calculated risk, and 
Vasakronan describe it as something that comes with the decision to use athletes. Neither 
Sportspel nor Vasakronan adds any moral clauses in their advertising contracts. However, 
Sportspel cover this in their sponsorship contracts with athletes and if this was not the case 
they feel that such clause should be added into the contract. Vasakronan on the other hand do 
not have the athletes sign anything in regards to this, however, they do bring the issue up for 
discussion. Therefore it can be said that both the companies tries to control negative publicity, 
but to a very limited extent. None of the companies conducts any specific background 
research about the athletes. Instead, the companies feel that their already knowledge and 
experience of the athletes are enough. Furthermore, the companies are in agreement that if an 
athlete would receive negative publicity they would not hesitate to withdraw or cancel an 
advertisement. Of course this would mean a financial loss. Vasakronan states that ethics is a 
very important issue for the company, and Sportspel adds that there are no limits to how 
negative publicity can affect a company.  
 
Extinction is not a risk considered by Vasakronan because the athletes they are using are 
retired and therefore injuries and performance is not something that can affect the athletes. 
The athletes� popularity is not depending on what they are doing today, but what they did 
when they were active. However, Vasakronan adds that if this was not the case such risk 
would of course be present. Even though Sportspel view injuries and performance as a risk 
the company do not consider such risk to be particularly harmful to the company. Sportspel 
often change the athletes and try not to use the same athletes over and over again. This 
enables the company to use an athlete that is doing very well right now, and who is not 
injured. Furthermore, Sportspel believes that it will take some time before the popularity of an 
athlete decreases due to an injury or bad performance. During that time the company can 
create new advertisements, using other athletes. Because Vasakronan�s limited experience of 
using athletes in advertising the company could not discuss this issue to any further extent. 
Sportspel on the other hand adds that in regards to extinction a change of athletes� conditions 
or surroundings can be a big risk. Things happen very fast in the world of sports and athletes 
can get fired or traded very sudden. This can make a whole advertisement campaign worthless 
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overnight. Such thing has happened to Sportspel several times, and is a risk that the company 
always has to be aware. Furthermore, Sportspel does not believe there is not much that can be 
done to reduce this risk. The two companies differ in the way they view fully integrating 
athletes into their marketing mix. Sportspel are consciously trying to do this to a very great 
extent, wanting to be as closely connected to sports as possible. Vasakronan on the hand want 
no such thing, and are only using athletes in their adverting on time in order to change the 
way the message is communicated.  
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6 FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this final chapter we will present the main findings and conclusions based on our research. 
In order to do so, we will re-state each of the research questions stated in chapter one and try 
to answer them, based on our conducted research. Following this, implications for 
management and theory will be provided as well as suggestions for further research. 
 
6.1 Why do Organizations use Athletes as Celebrity Endorsers? 
 
Our research shows that there are several reasons as to why companies use athletes as 
celebrity endorsers. The primary and most commonly stated objective for advertisements 
containing athletes is to create and enhance the brand�s image. Companies want to use the 
athlete�s because of their fame and popularity in order to create or strengthen the company 
image. By being associated with a popular and well-known athlete companies hope to 
improve their image in a positive way. However, the aim to be closely associated with an 
athlete does not always seem to be the wanted outcome. One of the cases in our research 
described the use of athletes as an advertising trend that they wanted to take advantage of. A 
company can use athletes in the company�s advertising merely as a new way of 
communicating with the target audience, in an attempt to do something different. In such case, 
athletes are used to express an already established message, which may not at all be related to 
sports. Further, our research indicates that companies do not want to be too closely associated 
to one particular athlete, but the association wanted is more about an overall and general 
connection to athletes and sports. We see indications that such connection is more desirable 
for companies who has products that are sports related, than for companies with a non-sport 
product. Such conclusion seems logical and natural and pretty much goes without saying. 
 
Our research shows that companies use athletes because of already existing sponsorship 
contracts with certain athletes and/or sports. By using athletes in advertising companies can 
get even more out of the sponsorship. Further, a link between the athletes, or the sport, will be 
easier to identify for the target audience. Through the sponsorships companies has an already 
existing connection to the athlete used, and when using the athlete in an advertisement such 
connection will become even stronger. Further, using athletes that a company is already 
sponsoring seem to enable the company to sign beneficial advertisement contracts. This 
implies that there can be a financial reason for using athletes in advertisement. Companies 
want to get as much out of their sponsorship investments as possible. However, this needs to 
be further looked into before any conclusions can be drawn. 
 
Our research shows that companies do not consider meanings as a primary reason to why they 
use athletes in advertising. The meanings can mostly be described as a secondary reason or 
even taken for granted. Our research indicates that companies try to create a good idea or 
concept for an advertisement before deciding to use athletes in it. The advertisement should 
work either with, or without an athlete, which makes the meanings the athletes communicate 
less important. However, companies still recognize that the meanings a celebrity can 
communicate can be beneficial to the company, thus, somewhat influencing the choice of 
weather or not to use athletes as celebrity endorsers. We found that companies consider an 
athlete�s meanings to different extents; case one considers them more consciously, whereas 
case two are not even aware of such meanings. However, our research shows that it would be 
misleading to state that companies, because they are not aware of the meanings, do not 
consider them. It seems that in such case meanings are still taken into consideration in 
companies overall evaluation of an athlete, meanings being part of the athlete�s personality. 
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Our research shows that it is mainly the symbolic meanings in regards to the athletes� status, 
fame, success and accomplishments on the arena that companies are trying to gain from. 
Other meanings that have shown to be of importance are meanings of personality and 
lifestyle. However, to what extent varies from company to company. Companies want to gain 
from using athletes that are perceived as reliable, professional, and hard working. Our 
research further indicates that meanings regarding age and gender are not something that 
companies are trying to communicate. As our research shows that companies do not 
emphasize the meanings they want to gain from to a very larger extent, there is also no 
attempt to try to hide unwanted meanings, meanings in an athlete that companies would not 
benefit from being associated with. In conclusion, we believe that the meanings that an athlete 
communicates are often neglected and the companies often fail in benefiting from such 
meanings. Companies do not have the knowledge necessary to fully understand what can be 
gained from communicating athletes� meanings. Moreover, if companies neglect the 
meanings communicated by an athlete, in worst-case scenario, companies can communicate 
meanings that they do not want to be associated with. Meanings is an area where companies 
need, and should, improve in order to even more successfully use athletes in advertising. 
 
Companies seem to view athletes as somewhat different from regular models or people, which 
is yet another reason why they use athletes in their advertising. Companies believe that the 
main difference is that people look up to and respect athletes because of their 
accomplishments and performances in their sport. Athletes stand for something more than just 
a familiar face. They are famous, well-liked, well-recognized, hard working, and have a 
professional attitude, which makes them reliable and trustworthy. This can also be described 
as the athlete�s meanings and indicates, once again, that companies consider and use such 
meanings to a much greater extent than they are aware of. Further, companies describe 
athletes as being heroes and since people very often wants to be like their heroes the use of 
athletes can be a very effective way to communicate companies messages.  
 
Our research shows that companies consider attention to be an important reason as to why 
athletes are used as celebrity endorsers. However, differences in how companies view 
attention were identified. Even though both of the companies in our research identified 
attention as a benefit to the use of athletes, they did not agree on how important it is. One 
company considered attention as part of the decision to use athletes but not a reason in itself. 
The other company stated attention as an important reason to why they involve athletes in the 
company�s advertising. The attention that athletes draw to an advertisement can assist in 
cutting through clutter and competing messages. Our research also shows that due to the fact 
that athletes are well liked- and recognized people will stop to see what he or she is doing. 
Athletes have a so-called high entertainment value, which makes people want to watch the 
advertisement more than once. Therefore, it can be said that athletes not only assist in creating 
attention but also in maintaining it. Furthermore, since athletes are well liked, admired, and 
well recognized this can result in the audiences liking of the advertisement as well, an 
important ingredient in creating a good image. 
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Thus, the following can be concluded:  
 

• Primary reasons for using athletes as celebrity endorsers: 
- Create and enhance the brands image 
- Create and maintain a close connection and association to athletes and sports 
- Benefit from the company�s sponsorship contracts 
- Create and maintain attention for an advertisement 
- Communicate an already established message in a different way 

 
• Secondary reasons for using athletes as celebrity endorsers: 

- Create and maintain attention for an advertisement 
- Benefit from meanings communicated by athletes; meanings identified and 

somewhat used by companies are: 
o Symbolic meanings 
o Personality and lifestyle meanings 

- Athletes are perceived as different from other endorsers and regular people 
 

• Sports related companies have higher desire of being associated with sports and 
athletes than non-sport related companies.  

 
6.2 How are Athletes Selected? 
 
Our findings regarding the selection of athletes indicate some differences between companies.  
Companies seem to view the importance of carefully selecting an athlete to various extents. 
Further, our research indicates differences in what criterions companies consider as well as to 
what extent. It is indicated that companies with more experience of using athletes more 
consciously and carefully selects which athletes to use. However, a common reason to why a 
certain athlete is selected is already existing sponsorship contracts with either the athlete 
personally or the sport he or she is active in. Sponsorship deals means that the company has a 
previous knowledge of the athlete, but also that the target audience easier identifies a 
connection between the brand and the athlete. Further our research indicates that companies 
often have an idea or a concept for an advertisement before they select the athlete to be in it. 
Therefore, the selection of the athlete is very much depending on the idea for the 
advertisement and which athlete that would fit in that context. Further, it seems like 
companies who wants to be closely associated to athletes more carefully consider whom they 
use. 
 
Our research identified many different attributes playing a role when the company selects an 
athlete. However, a primary criterion for selecting an athlete is that he/she is successful, 
popular and well recognized. If such criterions are missing, the athlete will most likely not be 
selected. Further, charisma is identified as an important selection criterion. Companies are of 
the opinion that without charisma the athlete will not be very successful as an endorser. It 
should be mentioned that companies do not seem to evaluate the athlete criteria by criteria but 
very often the selection can be described as an overall evaluation of the athlete. In this 
evaluation, most of the criterions brought up in theory are covered.  
 
We found credibility to be an important attribute when the companies select an athlete, 
however not always considered in a conscious way. This implies that credibility is commonly 
taken for granted. Common sense indicates that not many companies would want to use an 
athlete not perceived as credible. In line with this, companies believe that trustworthiness is 
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an important trait in an athlete. However, this trait is also often taken for granted and therefore 
not always specifically considered when selecting an athlete. Companies do not consider 
whether or not the athlete is perceived as an expert when selecting an athlete for an 
advertisement. However, the reasons for this can vary. When a company�s products are 
closely connected to sports the expertise is more or less taken for granted. On the contrary, 
when a company�s products are not connected to sports the expertise in not considered 
necessary.  
 
Attractiveness seems to be something that companies partly consider in their selection of 
athletes. According to our research an athlete�s look is not something the companies consider 
when selecting an athlete. The athletes are liked because of their accomplishments in their 
sport not for their looks. However, we strongly question these statements. In a society where 
looks are becoming increasingly important we believe that looks most likely is of great 
importance when selecting an athlete. Further, we even suspect that looks in itself can 
sometimes be a reason for using athletes. This is a very delicate subject and we understand 
that companies would never admit such thing. However, this is an issue that needs to be 
further researched, leaving us only questioning our research findings. Behavior is yet another 
aspect of attractiveness. Behavior is sometimes taken into considerations when selecting an 
athlete, but not to a very great extent. An attractive behavior is naturally a desired trait for 
anyone appearing in advertisement. However, our research indicates that behavior is a 
difficult trait to discuss since it is very intangible and difficult to define.  
 
We found that respect is one of the primary attributes considered when selecting an athlete. 
Companies consider athletes to be very well respected because of their accomplishments and 
results on the arenas. This popularity and respect goes well with the intention to create a well-
liked image for the brand. Further, our study shows that similarity is not something that 
companies consider consciously when they select an athlete. However, we would like to add 
that our research indicates a lack of understanding concerning the issue. We believe that 
similarity is covered in the overall evaluation of the athlete�s appropriateness for an 
advertisement, and therefore companies find it difficult to discuss the issue in detail.  
 
Somewhat surprisingly, we found that companies, when selecting an athlete, do not 
consciously consider the match up between the athlete and the audience. However, it is 
something that companies more or less take for granted because of the athlete�s fame and 
popularity. Furthermore, because athletes are popular and well-known faces for pretty much 
all ages and genders there will be somewhat of a match up as long as the target group is, to at 
least some extent, interested in sports. Consequently, the need to consider the match up 
between athlete and the audience may not be as important as when using other celebrities with 
a more specific audience. When there is a match up between the athlete and the target 
audience the audience positively relate to the athlete, resulting in a congruency between the 
athlete and the endorser. Since our research found the match up between the athlete and the 
target audience to be taken for granted, the same thing will be true regarding congruency.  
 
Our study shows that companies that can be described as sport companies believe that they 
have a natural match between the brand and the athletes, while other companies do not 
consider such match very important. Further, companies that want to be closely associated 
and connected to sports and athletes try to fully integrate athletes into to their marketing mix; 
the use of athletes is part of the company�s strategy. However, our research suggests that 
companies avoid being associated with one specific athlete but is more looking for an overall 
association to athletes. Therefore, they are often changing who they are using, and do not use 
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the same athlete several times. Companies that do not view a close connection to athletes as 
desirable makes no attempt to fully integrate the athlete into their marketing mix. In fact, it is 
a conscious decision not to do so. Our research shows that they only see athletes as an 
alternative way of communicating with the target audience.  
 
Our research indicates that the athlete�s sport is partly taken into consideration when selecting 
an athlete. The most important thing regarding the athlete�s sport seems to be its 
appropriateness and fit to the idea for the advertisement. Sometimes the idea demands and 
certain sport, whereas several sports may work for other ideas. Furthermore, our research 
suggests that companies consciously use sports that they have existing sponsorship contracts 
with. This makes the link between the company and brand a bit easier to identify, but the 
companies are mainly trying to benefit from their sponsorship deals as much as possible.  
 
Thus, the following can be concluded: 
 
Primary criterions considered by companies when selecting an athlete: 

• Existing sponsorship contracts 
• Fame and popularity 
• Respect 
• The risk of overshadowing, overexposure, negative publicity and extinction  

(see section 6.3) 
 
Secondary criterions considered by companies when selecting an athlete: 

• Trustworthiness 
• Behavior 
• Celebrity/Brand match up 
• The athlete�s sport 

 
Criterions not considered by companies when selecting an athlete: 

• Expertise 
• Physical attractiveness 
• Similarity 
• Celebrity/audience match up 

 
6.3 How can the Risks of using Athlete Endorsers be Described? 
 
Our research shows that companies are aware of the different risks involved when using 
athlete endorsers. However, to what extent companies consider such risks to be present for 
their company varies. Furthermore, companies view the risks as something that comes with 
the decision to use athletes. Our research suggests that several risks can be eliminated or at 
least decreased to a very large extent when selecting the athlete. Our research implies that the 
risk of overshadowing can be decreased if the idea or concept for the advertisement is 
thoroughly thought threw. The risk of overshadowing can also be decreased if the message 
that the company wants to communicate is strong and well established. If an advertisement is 
built around the athlete the risk of loosing the message and the athlete overshadowing the 
product is bigger. Further, our research implies that at least some sort link between the athlete 
and the company, which connects the company better to the athletes, can decrease the risk of 
overshadowing. It is interesting to note that case one in our research did not consider 
overshadowing to be a risk for their advertisement, but that case two mentioned case one as 
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good example of an advertisement where the athletes are overshadowing the product. This led 
us to informally investigate the subject further, where we found strong indications that case 
two was correct. The general response when asking people if they had seen the advertisement 
for case one was �no�, but when asked if they had the seen the commercial with the used 
athletes the response was always �yes�, therefore indicating overshadowing. This implies that 
the risk of overshadowing can be bigger if the product is not a sports product. It may also 
indicate that overshadowing is more likely to occur if the athletes are extremely famous and 
well known. These are very interesting indications and will be further discussed under 
implications. 
 
In order to avoid overexposure our research found that companies take this aspect into 
consideration before selecting an athlete. Therefore, this adds yet another criteria to the 
finding regarding the selection of an athlete. Companies consider how much the athletes are 
exposed before they select them, and if there is a risk of overexposure the company will not 
select the athlete. Eliminating the risk of overexposure also means avoiding confusion about 
which product the athlete is endorsing, which otherwise may occur if the athlete is associated 
to too many brands. However, our research does not indicate how much exposure that is 
considered overexposure. It seems as though this is more of an opinion than a variable that 
can be measured, and like any opinion what is considered to be overexposure can differ to a 
very great extent. In order to decrease the risk of overexposure further we found that 
companies can add a specific clause in their contract that forbids the athlete to endorse 
competing or similar brands. The athletes are however allowed to endorse other brands.  
 
Regarding negative publicity our research indicates that it is something you have to keep in 
mind when deciding to use athletes as endorsers. It is not something that a company has 
control over, but is seen as something that comes with the decision to use athletes as 
endorsers. It seems as though companies view negative publicity as a calculated risk. 
However, companies rely on what is commonly known about an athlete and do not conduct 
any specific background research of an athlete in order to prevent negative publicity. Further, 
our research indicates that companies differ in opinion of the need of moral clauses in 
advertising contracts with athletes. While case one in our research did not see the need for 
such moral clause, case two considered it to be very important. However, case two did not 
have such clause since it was covered in the company�s sponsorship contracts. However, it 
was not revealed whether or not this clause is providing the company with the security of 
compensation for financial losses or a way to break a contract in the case of negative 
publicity. Our study further shows that if an athlete would receive negative publicity 
companies would not hesitate to withdraw or cancel an advertisement. 
 
Our research shows that the risk of extinction is depending on weather or not the athlete is 
still active or not. If the athlete is retired the risk of extinction is very slim since the athlete is 
living off of past accomplishments. If an athlete is retired and has already earned his or her 
reputation the risk of extinction is less since he or she is no longer depending on present 
performances. In regards to this, it is interesting to raise the question of which athletes that 
can be used after their active career. It is implied that only super stars have this ability, and 
smaller starts will easily be forgotten after they retire from their sport. Our research also 
shows that the risk of extinction is considered to become greater if the company is relying on, 
and using, the same athlete over and over again. If the company varies the athletes used in 
their advertising the risk of extinction is not as evident. It is implied that there is a time frame 
before an athlete becomes less popular because of an injury or poor performance. During this 
time, the company can change which athlete they are using and the extinction will not affect 
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the company to any great extent. Furthermore, our research identifies yet another aspect to 
extinction, described as a change of conditions. If a company uses an athlete as something 
specific (a coach of a specific team) and conditions change (the coach gets fired) that means 
the company can no longer use that advertisement. Such extinction happens suddenly and in 
such case the advertisement can become useless in a matter of hours.  
 
Thus, the following can be concluded:  
 
• Companies consider the following as possible risks when using athletes: 

- Overshadowing 
- Overexposure 
- Negative Publicity 
- Extinction 
 

• The risk of overshadowing can be decreased if: 
- Taken into consideration when selecting the athlete 
- There is a good idea or concept for the advertisement 
- The message is strong and well established 
- The use of athletes is perceived as logical and making sense 

 
• The risk of overshadowing is bigger when using an athlete to endorse a non-sports product 
 
• The risk of overexposure can be decreased by:  

- Consider how exposed the athlete is before selecting the athlete  
- Add a clause in the athlete�s contract concerning endorsement of other brands  

 
• The risk of negative publicity can be decreased by: 

- Considering such risk during the selection  
- Evaluate what is commonly known about the athlete 
- A moral clause can be added to the contract 

 
• The risk of extinction can be decreased by: 

- Considering such risk during the selection 
- Not depend of one single athlete 

 
• Extinction due to a change in conditions happens suddenly, is very difficult to predict, and 

can make an advertisement useless. 
 
6.4 Implications for Management 
 
This thesis has investigated the use of athletes as celebrity endorsers from the organization�s 
perspective. Therefore the managerial implications provided will be directed towards 
organizations. Our implications for management are listed below: 
 

• Make sure to fully understand the benefits that can be gained from using athletes 
as endorsers. Athletes communicate meanings, which, if used correctly, can be 
very beneficial to the company. Consider what meanings the company will benefit 
from and try to emphasize these in the advertisement.  
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• Be careful to use athletes merely as a new way of communicating a message, the 
risk of overshadowing may be increased. 

 
• The use of athletes will be more effective if a close connection to athletes and 

sports is desired.  
 
• Carefully select the athlete. Make sure to use an athlete that is appropriate for the 

product, who is reliable and trustworthy, and who communicates other meanings 
beneficial to the company.  

 
• Be aware of the risks involved when using athletes, and that such risks are difficult 

to control. Most risks can be decreased in the selection phase. Therefore, carefully 
select the athlete and conduct background research if necessary. Further, add 
clauses in the athlete�s contract concerning this. Also, make sure to have a strong 
concept for the advertisement. A strong concept will decrease the risk of 
overshadowing.  

 
6.5 Implications for Theory 
 
The research area for this thesis is the use of athletes as celebrity endorsers. The purpose has 
been to gain a better understanding of how athletes are used as celebrity endorsers in 
advertising by answering the research questions regarding why, selection and risks. Therefore, 
this thesis has explored, described and begun to explain how the use of athletes as celebrity 
endorsers can be described.  
 
Furthermore, we have described our findings and based on those drawn conclusions for the 
thesis. This thesis contributes to theory in that it provides an empirical investigation as to how 
well established theory concerning celebrity endorsers correlate with the specific use of 
athletes as such endorsers. Since there exist a very limited amount of studies specifically 
discussing athletes as endorsers, this thesis contributes to theory providing a foundation from 
which further studies can be done.  
 
6.6 Implications for Further Research 
 
Celebrity endorsement is a fairly new and unexplored area of research. While writing this 
thesis a number of interesting issues have come up. However, it has been beyond the scope of 
this thesis to investigate them all. Hence, some topics, which we feel deserve further research, 
are proposed.  
 
This thesis is investigating the topic from the organizations perspective, but there are also at 
least two other parties involved: the athlete and the target audience. Hence, it would be of 
great interest to investigate the topic from both the athlete�s and the target audience�s 
perspective. By conducting such research it could be determined how effective the use of 
athletes as endorsers is, as well as what the athlete�s attitudes and thoughts are regarding the 
topic. 
 
Further, this thesis has investigated the topic on two contrasting cases, making it more 
difficult to draw conclusions in regards to the companies� products. Therefore, it would be 
very interesting to study if, and if so to what extent, the endorsed product plays a role in the 
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effectiveness when using athletes as endorsers. Especially, it would be of great interest to 
investigate this concerning non-sport products, lacking a logical link to the use of athletes. 
 
We have seen signs that companies may use athletes for financial reason, taking advantage of 
the company�s sponsorship contracts. This is an interesting clue that needs to be further 
researched in order to determine if it is in fact so; and if so, how important this factor may be. 
 
This study has been limited to Swedish companies and the Swedish market. However, we 
have identified a common use of athletes by international companies, raising the question of 
why, how and the effectiveness of such use. 
 
We strongly question our finding regarding the importance of athletes� looks when used as 
endorsers. Therefore, we believe that further research regarding this sensitive and interesting 
topic is much needed. We do not believe it to be a coincident that we see very few athletes 
active in less �good looking-sports� such as wrestling, shot putting and table tennis appearing 
as endorsers.  
 
To summarize and add to the topics stated above we have created a list of questions for future 
research:  
 

• What is the target audience perception of athlete endorsers?  
 

• How can athletes� perception and attitude of product endorsements be described?  
 

• How effective is the use of athletes as endorsers to non-sport companies?  
 

• How do sponsorship contracts influence the decision to use athlete endorsers? 
 

• How can the use of athlete endorsers by international companies be described? 
 

• What role does looks play when using athletes as endorsers?  
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Interview Guide � English version 
 
General Information 
 
Name of the company: 
 
Name of the respondent: 
 
Position of the respondent: 
 
Background to Athlete Endorsement within the Company 
 
1. When did you start using athlete endorsement as part of your promotional strategies? 

 
2. Which athletes have you been using? 
 
3. What objectives do you have when using athletes as endorsers? 

• Corporate related objectives? 
• Product related objectives?  
• Sales related objectives? 

 
4. Who is your target group/groups when using athlete endorsers?  

Why?  
 
Research Question 1 - Why do organization use athletes as celebrity endorsers? 

 
5. Why do you use athletes as endorsers? 

 
Meaning Transfer Model 
6. What meanings are you seeking to gain from the athletes?  

• Symbolic meanings 
• Personality and life style meanings 
• Meanings of gender, age and status 
• Other meanings 

 
7. Are there any meanings that you wish to keep from the consumers?  

If so, which meanings and why? How? 
 
8. How are athletes different from other endorser?  

• Other celebrities 
• Regular models 

 
Attention 
9. How can an athlete be used to create attention?  

• Cut through clutter/competition 
• The consumers increased control/power of programmed advertising 
• Maintain attention 

 
10. Do you have anything to add regarding why to use athletes as endorsers?  
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Research Question 2 - How are athletes selected? 
 
11. In what ways and to what extent do you consider credibility when selecting an athlete? 

• Trustworthiness 
o Believable 
o Dependable 
o Someone to be trusted 

• Expertise 
o Knowledge 
o Experience 
o Skills 

 
12. In what ways and to what extent do you consider attractiveness when selecting an 

athlete? 
• Physical attractiveness 

o Looks 
o Behavior 
o Other personal traits 

• Respect 
o Accomplishments 
o Results 
o Personal qualities 

• Similarity 
o Gender 
o Age 
o Ethnicity 
o Social Class 
o Etc. 

 
13. In what ways and to what extent do you consider the match up between the athlete and 

the audience? 
• Consumers relate positively to the athlete 
• Congruency between audience and athlete  
• Perceived as experts 

 
14. In what ways and to what extent do you consider the match up between the athlete and 

the brand? 
• Image, values, decorum compatible with the brand 
• Transmitted message by athlete congruent with the products message 
• Logical link between the product and the athlete 

 
15. Do you have anything to add regarding selection? 
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Research question 3 - How can the risks of using an athlete endorser be described? 
 
16.  What do you consider to be the risks in regards to using athletes as endorsers? 
 
17. What are your concerns regarding overshadowing? 

• Risk that the consumer will focus on the athlete instead of the brand 
• Brand celebrity link 

 
18. What are your concerns regarding overexposure? 

• Athlete�s image associated with (too) many brands 
o Consumer scepticism 
o Consumer confusion 

 
19. What are your concerns regarding negative publicity? 

• Will the athlete�s behaviour affect the company 
o Risk of negative publicity 
o Control of negative publicity 
o Background research 
o Moral clause 
o Financial risks 

 
20. What are your concerns regarding extinction? 

• Athlete fully integrated into the brands marketing mix 
o Brand attention without the athlete 
o The athlete�s performance 
o Injuries 

 
21. Do you have anything to add regarding risks? 
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Intervjuguide � Svensk Version 
 
Generell Information 
 
Företagsnamn: 
 
Respondentens namn: 
 
Position i företaget: 
 
Bakgrund till användandet av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklamen inom företaget 
 
1. När började ni använda idrottsmän/kvinnor som en del av eran promotion strategi? 
 
2. Vilka idrottsmän/kvinnor har ni använt er av? 
 
3. Vilka mål har ni genom användandet av idrottsmän/kvinnor? 

• Företagsrelaterade mål 
• Produktrelaterade mål 
• Försäljningsrelaterade mål 

 
4. Vilken är eran målgrupp när ni använder era av idrottsmän/kvinnor?  
     Varför?  
 
Forskningsfråga 1 - Varför använder sig företag av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam? 
 
5. Varför använder ni idrottsmän/kvinnor i eran marknadskommunikation? 
 
Meaning Transfer Model 
6. Vilka meningar/betydelser/egenskaper vill ni dra nytta av hos idrottsmannen/kvinnan?  

• Symboliska meningar/betydelser/egenskaper 
• Personlighet och livsstil meningar/betydelser/egenskaper 
• Meningar/betydelser/egenskaper av kön, ålder och status 
• Andra meningar/betydelser/egenskaper 

 
7. Finns det några meningar/betydelser/egenskaper som ni inte vill kommunicera?  

Om ja, vilka meningar/betydelser/egenskaper och varför? Hur? 
 
8. På vilket sätt skiljer sig idrottsmän/kvinnor från vanliga modeller eller personer? 
 
Uppmärksamhet 
9. På vilket sätt kan man använda idrottsmän/kvinnor för att skapa uppmärksamhet?  

• Stå ut i mängden av andra budskap och konkurrerande reklam  
• Konsumenternas ökade kontroll av programmerad reklam 
• Bibehålla uppmärksamheten 

 
10. Har du något att tillägga angående varför ni använder era av idrottsmän/kvinnor i eran 
marknadskommunikation?  
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Forskningsfråga 2- Hur väljer man en speciell idrottsman/kvinna? 
 
11. På vilket sätt och hur mycket betyder trovärdighet när ni väljer en idrottsman/kvinna 

• Pålitlighet 
o Trovärdig 
o Pålitlig 
o Någon att lita på  

• Expertis  
o Kunskap 
o Erfarenhet 
o Färdighet 

 
12. På vilket sätt och hur mycket betyder attraktivitet när ni väljer en idrottsman/kvinna? 

• Fysiskt attraktiv 
o Utseende 
o Beteende 
o Andra personliga egenskaper 

• Respekt 
o Prestationer 
o Resultat 
o Personliga kvalitéer 

• Likheter 
o Kön 
o Ålder 
o Etnisk bakgrund 
o Social Klass 
o Osv. 

 
13. På vilket sätt och hur mycket betyder det att det finns en match mellan 

idrottsmannen/kvinnan och målgruppen när ni väljer en idrottsman/kvinna? 
• Konsumenterna kan positivt relatera till idrottsmannen/kvinnan 
• Överensstämmelse mellan idrottsmannen/kvinnan och målgruppen  
• Uppfattas som expert 

 
14. På vilket sätt och hur mycket betyder det att det finns en match mellan 

idrottsmannen/kvinnan och varumärket när ni väljer en idrottsman/kvinna? 
• Image, värderingar, värdighet, passande med varumärket 
• Förmedlade meddelandet av idrottsmannen/kvinnan överensstämmer med 

produkt meddelandet 
• Logisk link mellan produkt och idrottsman/kvinna 

 
15. Har du något att tillägga angående hur ni väljer en idrottsman/kvinna?



                                                                                                                                APPENDIX II 

 

Forskningsfråga 3 - Hur kan riskerna med att använda idrottsmän/kvinnor förklaras? 
 
16. Vilka risker anser ni att det finns när man använder sig av idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam? 
 
17. Hur betraktar ni risken för att idrottsmannen/kvinnan skuggar produkten? 

• Risk att konsumenten fokuserar på idrottsmannen/kvinnan istället för 
varumärket 

• Link mellan varumärke och idrottsman/kvinna 
 
18. Hur betraktar ni risken av överexponering? 

• Idrottsmannens/kvinnans image är associerad till (för) många varumärken 
o Konsumenterna blir skeptiska 
o Konsumenterna blir förvirrade 

 
19. Hur betraktar ni risken av negative publicitet? 

• Påverkar idrottsmannen/kvinnans beteende företaget 
o Risk för negative publicitet 
o Kontroll av negative publicitet 
o Bakgrunds koll 
o Moral paragraf 
o Finansiell risk  

 
20. Hur betraktar ni risken för tappet intresse? 

• Idrottsmannen/kvinnan är integrerad i varumärkets marknads mix 
o Uppmärksamhet till varumärket utan idrottsmannen/kvinnan 
o Idrottsmannens/kvinnans prestation 
o Skador 

 
21. Har du något att tillägga angående riskerna med att använda idrottsmän/kvinnor i reklam? 




